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the Year after
brilliant season
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TRIAL BOOKINGS
Call (08) 8243 7172
Angle Park
Bookings for Tuesday taken from
		Monday 12:30pm
		

Thursday 12:30pm for Saturday

Gawler		

Bookings taken from Tuesday 12:30pm

Strathalbyn
		

Bookings taken from Thursday
12:30pm for Friday

SCRATCHINGS
Call (08) 8243 7133

To make a scratching - Select 1
To listen to scratchings - Select 2

CHASERS

chasersevents.com.au
Call (08) 8243 7150
Booking and fundraising enquiries

MCQUEENS

TEAM MEMBERS AND BUSINESS
CONTACT DETAILS
55 Cardigan Street, Angle Park SA 5010
PO Box 2352, Regency Park SA 5942
Phone: 8243 7100
Fax: 8268 2870
Nominations fax: 8243 1964
Email: admin@grsa.com.au
Web: grsa.com.au

ADMINISTRATION

INTEGRITY

Chief Executive Officer
Matt Corby: (08) 8243 7114

Acting Head of Integrity
Lisa Michalanney: (08) 8243 7116

matthew.corby@grsa.com.au

Chief Operating Officer
Sarah Webster: (08) 8243 7121

joshua.evans@grsa.com.au

Strategic Projects Manager
Scott Wuchatsch: (08) 8243 7165

Jann Jones: (08) 8243 7166

scott.wuchatsch@grsa.com.au

Executive and Financial Assistant
Sheriden Milam: (08) 8243 7118

mcqueenstavern.com.au
Tavern
(08) 8243 7143
Sports Bar (08) 8243 7144

FINANCE

VETERINARY CLINIC

MARKETING

Dr Greg Moore		

0438 169 316

Dr Chris Doyle		

Finance Officer
Julie Huynh: (08) 8243 7117
julie.huynh@grsa.com.au

Marketing Manager
Dianne Dumanovic: (08) 8243 7115

0409 677 355

			(08) 8347 3536

Des Jonas: (08) 8243 7166
des.jonas@grsa.com.au

Animal Welfare Officer
Belinda Pearce: (08) 8243 7105
belinda.pearce@grsa.com.au

Welfare Compliance Officer
Stephanie Paprzycki-Baker:
(08) 8243 7119
stephanie.paprzycki-baker@grsa.com.au

Welfare Compliance Officer
Kirsty Lawrence:
kirsty.lawrence@grsa.com.au

Licensing and Integrity Officer
Renee Colquhoun (08) 8243 7113

Marketing Coordinator
James Norris: (08) 8243 7120

RACING

james.norris@grsa.com.au

Food & Beverage Manager
Alex Fairgrieve: (08) 8243 7126
alex.fairgrieve@grsa.com.au

GAP (GREYHOUND
ADOPTION PROGRAM)
Supervisor
Helen Hughes: (08) 8243 7124

find us on facebook at
/greyhoundracingsa

jann.jones@grsa.com.au

dianne.dumanovic@grsa.com.au

HOSPITALITY

Race meeting vet

Steward
Joshua Evans: (08) 8243 7111

sarah.webster@grsa.com.au

sheriden.milam@grsa.com.au

At Angle Park Vet Surgery every Tuesday
from 10am through to completion of trials.
To organise appointments contact Greg at
gregmoore.vet@hotmail.com .

lisa.michalanney@grsa.com.au

gap@grsa.com.au

renee.colquhoun@grsa.com.au

Racing Manager
Shaun Mathieson: (08) 8243 7122
shaun.mathieson@grsa.com.au

Racing Secretary
(Grading, Breeding, Futurities)
Caralyn Fielden: (08) 8243 7112
caralyn.fielden@grsa.com.au

General Enquiries
Skye Stewart (08) 8243 7100
Skye@grsa.com.au

Carolyn Webster (08) 8243 7127
carolyn@grsa.com.au

Brooke Davies (08) 8243 7152
Brooke.Davies@grsa.com.au
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One of the biggest challenges for any organisation or industry
people
management of the relationships that exist between its own
and with the outside world.
difficult years, the generally restrained
It was extremely encouraging to observe, during these past two
from activist groups, sections of
manner in which our local industry responded to scrutiny and criticism
extent to which our broader industry
the media, and others. It was even more encouraging to see the
be the most effective way to respond
grasped the notion that offering no comment at all can very often
fighting back.
to those critics, even if that feels like a less gratifying approach than
tried to consider whether they
In terms of public statements made by the company, we have always
y. This will typically depend on the
are capable, on balance, of achieving positive outcomes for industr
their relative scope to influence, and
nature of the organisation or individual that we are dealing with,
the prospect that exists for our industry to receive a fair hearing.
people. In recent weeks, we
More broadly, social media (in particular) presents as a trap for many
posts and related activity. There are
have witnessed a growing incidence of contentious social media
best interests of the industry and
any number of reasons why this type of activity works against the
obligation to ensure the safety of
should be discouraged, not least of which relates to GRSA’s legal
ace incorporates all of our tracks
its workplace. Within the context of greyhound racing, the workpl
ise the industry in South Australia,
and facilities and applies to each of the various groups that compr
tors. The definition of safety
including employees, participants, Directors, volunteers and contrac
harassment.
includes, but is not limited to, protection from bullying and sexual
some of the common traps that people
In the spirit of trying to educate on this topic, it is not hard to identify
y up to unwanted risk (or both).
fall into which may constitute a breach of the Rules or open the industr
ing pages.
Behaviours which are to be avoided are included on the follow

Criticism of Inquir y Outcomes or Industry Administration
ces to be raised openly and
It has become a norm within any mature sporting industry for grievan
In GRSA’s case, the Industry
respectfully through industry bodies or appointed representatives.
gs exist to support that very
Consultative Group, Grading Review Panel and Member Club meetin
le tool for communication between
purpose. The industry Facebook site constitutes another valuab
(constructive) discussion around
participants and administration and should serve as an outlet for
matters of industry concer n.
Targeting of Other Individuals
es of GRSA’s own policy it
The moder n definition of bullying is quite broad, but for the purpos
That is not to say that one specific
identifies repeated and unreasonable behaviour as core elements.
warrant a response under the
behaviour/incident, in isolation, may not be sufficiently serious to
law. No individual within the industry
Rules, GRSA policy or even, in extreme circumstances, criminal
or intimidation in the course of their
should be expected to endure humiliation, threatening behaviour
sometimes allow themselves to
employment or engagement with the industry. It seems that people
ous, and that emboldens them to
believe that online comments are somehow protected or anonym
the reach of social media will usually
make comments that they normally wouldn’t in person. In reality,
for a workplace to be deemed a safe
only amplify the opportunity for harm to be caused. Regardless,
environment, there can be no tolerance for behaviour of this nature.
Careless or Exaggerated References
to be seized upon and distorted
It is not unusual for a careless or exaggerated comment made online
an allegation about another
by external groups. By way of example, a participant who posts
draw for an important final may
participant getting ‘special treatment’ because of a favourable box
ce’ by an opportunistic critic that
subsequently discover that claim has been presented as ‘eviden
or credibility of the statement isn’t
integrity issues are rife within the sport. In most instances, the truth
ent.
a deterrent to the person who would choose to convey that sentim
Defence of Industry
nt in many instances. As frustrating
Earlier in this update, I referred to the merit of making no comme
ng with anonymous individuals
as it may be to remain silent, there is often little to gain by engagi
e is for a well-intended (but
who are fixed and opposed in their thinking. A more common outcom
es to fuel the fire. In such instances
sometimes poorly executed) defence of the industry and its practic
debating typically has nothing to lose
it’s important to remember that the individual with whom you are
and only represents themselves.
incorrect information has been
Whenever it has been brought to GRSA’s attention that factually
ement will always seek to have
posted on the site of a legitimate public or Government body, Manag
in this regard) through the
that content removed (noting that the ‘type’ of organisation will matter
appropriate channels.
Engaging with Disqualified Participants and Defaulters
engaging or having dealings with
Under GRSA’s Rules, registered participants are prohibited from
and applies equally in the online
disqualified participants and defaulters. This is self-explanatory
lified participants and defaulters
environment as it does in the physical world. Conversely, disqua
by GRSA within the context of any
should be aware that their own online activity may be considered
future application to regain their licence.

Using a False Name
tions for the individual in question
Posting under a false name or ‘handle’ does not alter the implica
identity might be taken as a
when they commit a breach. If anything, the need to protect one’s
nature of their online commentary.
potential indicator of the person’s broader intentions regarding the
Lack of Common Courtesy
manner to that in which you
The rule of thumb for online posting should be to write in a similar
– particularly on our own industry
would speak to someone. Taking that to be the case, most posts
chance…”, or “When is someone
Facebook page – should not begin with the phrase “Is there any
industry to function, but it’s an
going to do something about…”. Respect isn’t necessary for an
important element for an industry that wishes to succeed.

le under any circumstances
Additionally, there are other specific behaviours that are never tolerab
or unwanted sexual attention.
including abuse, humiliation, victimisation, threatening behaviour
that these issues have become
This update is provided in good faith to make participants aware
this that it will give cause for some
very much ‘front of mind’ for the business. It’s my hope in raising
to cause harm to others or expose
reflection by those within the industry who might otherwise choose
tand why GRSA needs to take an
the industry unduly to risk. It shouldn’t be hard for anyone to unders
fundamental obligation that GRSA
active stance to prevent such matters arising. Keeping in mind the
industry can expect issues of this
has in relation to the safety and enjoyment of all of its people, the
kind to form a focus of the business in the weeks and months ahead.
y Facebook site and take this
I hope that people continue to support and utilise our own industr
and respectful criticism/feedback
opportunity to make the very clear distinction between constructive
or more of the categories mentioned
(which is highly encouraged) and those posts which fall into one
and, combined with the industry text
above. The industry site has grown continuously since its launch
y in a timely and meaningful manner.
service, has transformed our ability to communicate with industr
remove a post we will also email a
With this update in mind, however, whenever we feel the need to
for taking that action. The need
specific reason to the person in question which explains our reason
light should be self-evident.
for our own Facebook site to portray the industry in a professional
to move forward if we are all willing to
As an industry, we have an unprecedented opportunity before us
reading this who have gone through
pull in one direction. For the (often silent) majority of participants
I hope this advice is received more
quite enough in recent times and just want to go about their racing,
as a comfort than a directive.

Matt Corby

CEO, Greyhound Racing SA
matthew.corby@grsa.com.au
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NEWS

Worm Burner is the Greyhound of the Year
The 2016 SA Greyhound of the
Year was announced at a Gala
Dinner at Gawler on Friday,
10th February with the top
award going to Worm Burner
recognising his wonderful season.
The son of Oaks Road and Little
Looper went from restricted age
company to winning and being placed
at Group 1 level establishing him as
not only the best dog in the State
but one of the best in the land. In
2016 Worm Burner won 24 races
from his 40 starts including 11 minor
placings and prizemoney in excess of
$240,000. His best win of the year was
the Group 1 National Sprint title held
in August last year on his home track
where he ran the equal 5th fastest time
ever recorded at the venue, running
29.17. This performance was also
recognised on the night as the Run

of the Year in South Australia. Worm
Burner also took out the SA Sprinting
and SA Bred Greyhound of the Year
awards on a big night for his owners

2016 UBET GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

Worm Burner
2016 Starts - 40 | 1sts 24 | 2nds 7 | 3rds 4
SA Bred – Alan Mcculloch
Owner – Cameron & Yvonne Butcher
Trainer - Cameron Butcher
2016 Prizemoney - $241,525
Greyhound of the Month
February, August, September and November
- Scored votes in 7 monthsWon:
Heat, Semi Final & Final SA St Leger
Heat & Final State National Sprint Championship
Final National Sprint Championship (G1)
Heat Adelaide Cup (G1 – second in Final)
Heat Melbourne Cup (G1 – third in Final)
Second:
Heat SA Sprint Championship (Listed – third in Final)
Fourth: Sandown Shootout (G2)
Seventh: Topgun Sprint (G1)
Best Times: 29.17 (515m Angle Park)
29.30 (515m Sandown)
Won 13 Angle Park Metropolitan races in a row
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Cameron and Yvonne Butcher and
breeder Alan McCulloch.
All the award winners on the night
are listed below.

2016 UBET NOMINATIONS
GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

Fabregal
Mrs Bubbles
Springvale Bryne
Wilba Beast
Worm Burner
FINAL VOTING RESULTS:
WORM BURNER – 25 votes
FABREGAL – 20 votes

SPRINGVALE BRYNE – 13 votes
MRS BUBBLES – 11 votes
WILBA BEAST – 6 votes

2016 SA BRED
GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

Worm Burner

2016 SA SPRINTING
GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

Worm Burner

2016 SA DISTANCE
GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

Springvale Bryne

2016 GREYHOUND OF THE MONTH
WINNERS
January – Mrs Bubbles – trainer Matthew Payne
February – Worm Burner – trainer Cameron Butcher
March – Luna Jinx – trainer Gavin Harris
April – Fabregal – trainer Robyn Mackellar
May – Fabregal – trainer Robyn Mackellar
June – Wilba Beast – trainer Ben Rawlings
July – Fabregal – trainer Robyn Mackellar
August – Worm Burner – trainer Cameron Butcher
September – Worm Burner – Cameron Butcher
October – Fabregal – Robyn Mackellar
November – Worm Burner – trainer Cameron Butcher
December – On Fire – trainer Cameron Butcher

2016 OUTSTANDING SERVICE
TO INDUSTRY AWARD

Stephen Bartholomew
Nominated by Elysia Bartholomew and
local industry participants

Scott Volbrecht
Nominated by Christine Costa, Gary Pidgeon and supported
by numerous Industry Participants

2016 SA STUD DOG OF THE YEAR

Falcon - 54

Owner – Peter & Valmai Bothwell
In 2016 greyhounds sired by Falcon won 54 races. Some
of his best performed progeny included Priscilla Mary (11
wins), Bathurst Bogan (9 wins) and West Bob (7wins).

2016 SA BROOD BITCH OF THE YEAR

Little Looper - 74

Owner – Alan McCulloch
Little Looper won the Brood Bitch of the Year with 74
winners from three of her litters (Where’s Pedro, Cosmic
Rumble and Oaks Road) performing outstandingly in 2016.
Her success was mainly due to her brilliant litter by Oaks
Road which produced star sprinter Worm Burner (24 wins)
and super stayer Springvale Bryne (22 wins).

2016 SA BREEDER OF THE YEAR

Alan McCulloch – 191 points

This was the seventh time this award has been presented
and is to recognize the outstanding Breeder in the State for
2016. This award is decided on a point’s basis for SA Bred
greyhounds that have won races at Sky Racing meetings
during 2016 in SA.
Alan wins this award for the second time. Alan again had an
outstanding year with his brood bitch Little Looper supplying
many of our feature race wins. Her three main litters for
2016 were Where’s Pedro x Little Looper (Regal Looper
7 wins. Cash In Looper 2 wins), Cosmic Rumble x Little
Looper (Dodger I Am 4 wins, Allinga Dot 4 wins) and Oaks
Road x Little Looper (Worm Burner 24 wins, Springvale
Bryne 22 wins).

2016 SA OWNER/TRAINER OF THE YEAR

Cameron Butcher - 126

Cameron Butcher was the leading Owner/Trainer of the
Year with a total of 126 TAB winners in 2016. Cameron
had plenty of success with his greyhounds including star
sprinter Worm Burner who won the Group 1 National Sprint
Championship back in August. Cameron usually races in
partnership with his wife Yvonne and daughter Karen. His
winners included Worm Burner, Coorong Kid, Molly Be
Nimble, She’s A Looper and On Fire.

2016 UBET LEADING
TRAINER OF THE YEAR

Tony Rasmussen – 145
Tony Rasmussen was awarded the leading Trainer of the
Year, with a total of 145 winners at TAB meetings in SA
during 2016. Tony received great support from his wife Lisa
who also came third in this year’s leading trainer award with
130 wins giving the Rasmussen family and outstanding 275
winners for the year.
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2016 SA SYNDICATE OF THE YEAR

“Riff Raff” Syndicate

Manager – Kim Johnstone
This is the tenth time that this Award has been presented
to acknowledge an important part of our industry in
Syndication. The “Riff Raff” Syndicate which was formed on
14th November 2014 and includes Matthew Payne, Kathy
Johnstone, Craig D’Antonio, Ken Gill and Paula Hearnden
wins the award for the first time. The Syndicate owned 44
greyhounds in 2016 winning 117 races between them.
The main performers were Marlow Brown (17 wins),
Priscilla Mary (11 wins), Bathurst Bogan (9 wins) and
Lachlan Brown (8 wins).

2016 SA CITY STRIKE RATE

Gavin Harris – 47.06%
This award was based on performances for Angle Park
metropolitan grade meetings. The trainer also must have a
minimum of 20 starters for the year. Gavin qualified through
the performances of his two star stayers in Springvale
Bryne and the recently retired Luna Jinx. During 2016 Gavin
trained 24 winners from 51 starters at city meetings (City A/
City B), giving him a 47.06% strike rate.

2016 GAWLER TRACKSTAR AWARD

Fabregal – 13 starts (13/0/0)
Trainer – Robyn Mackellar
Fabregal was undefeated at Gawler in 2016. She was a
winner of 13 races from 13 starts. She won 10 starts over
the 531m including Gawler’s two main features, the Group
3 Gawler Cup and the Gawler Produce with a best time
of 30.39. In doing so she won the rich jackpot for winning
both races which has stood for almost 10 years. Fabregal
won her other three starts over the 400m with a best time of
22.59.

2016 RUN OF THE YEAR

Worm Burner (August)
The Run of the Year was the Cameron Butcher trained
Worm Burner who won the award for his brilliant win at
Angle Park on Saturday 27th August over the 515m in the
Group 1 UBET National Sprint Championship Final. He
ran a blistering 29.17 in winning by almost 6 lengths. His
time ranked him equal 5th overall with Betty’s Angel who
recorded the same time 10 years ago.
There were 47 votes cast by the public with
Worm Burner receiving 76% of the public vote and
40% from the GOTY Panel.
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RACING
REPORT
INTEGRITY
AND STANDARDS

RACING
MANAGERS REPORT
SHAUN MATHIESON
RACING MANAGER

Temlee and Zoom Top on Saturday night has SA flavour
South Australia will have
representation in two of
the Group 1 races at the
Meadows in Victoria.

Box draws are listed below for all three races (Group 1 Temlee, Group 1 Rookie
Rebel and Group 1 Zoom Top), with all in readiness for one of the best nights of
racing for the year.
$145,000 Group 1
Temlee (525m)

$110,000 Group 1
Rookie Rebel (600m)

$110,000 Group 1
Zoom Top (725m)

The Cameron Butcher trained Worm
Burner will run in the Temlee over
the 525m while Springvale Bryne for
Gavin Harris and Bogie Bekim for
Ben Rawlings will run in the Zoom
Top over the 725m.

1. STRIKER LIGHT

1. REEFTON TREASURE

1. IT’S A BIRD

2. ZAMBORA BROCKIE

2. HIT THE HIGHWAY

2. BURN ONE DOWN

3. ASTON BOLERO

3. FANTA BALE

3. TRIP TO EDEN

4. PANTERA NERA

4. LITHGOW PANTHER
– SCRATCHED

4. BOGIE BEKIM

5. BLAZIN’ BOMBER

6. JAIMANDY HATTY

6. BUCK FORTY

7. TEDDY MONELLI

7. CYNDIE’S MAGIC

8. SPRINGVALE BRYNE

8. DUNDEE OSPREY

Res:

Res:

Allen Lottery
Chrichton Bale

On Saturday night (11/2) both Worm
Burner and Bogie Bekim solo trialled
in preparation for these events over
the 525m. Worm Burner ran 5.22,
17.90 and 29.94 while Bogie Bekim
ran 5.15, 17.90 and 29.88. Both
terrific trials for the big races and we
wish connections the best of luck.

5. JESAULENKO
6. WORM BURNER
7. LIGHTNING FRANK
8. PEPPER FIRE
Res:
Shima Song
Aqua Cheetah

EXTREME MAGIC
(TO EXIT BOX FOUR)
Bruce Tycoon

5. DUBLIN BULL

Mount Gambier Cup Carnival starts Friday 24th February
The Mount Gambier Cup
carnival will be run over two
weeks and three meetings
this year, highlighted by
the $10,000 Classic Bet
Mount Gambier Cup Final on
Sunday March 5.

will conduct the ClassicBet Mount
Gambier Cup Heats. The club will be
running up to 12 races on both days
of the carnival.

In the first week the club will run on
Friday 24th February featuring the
heats of The Produce Store Feature
Maiden over 512m, heats of the
Grade 5 over 600m and heats of
the Formula 400 Open over 400m.
On Sunday 26th February the club

Nominations for the Friday meeting
close 9.00am on Monday 20th
February with GRSA.

The final day of the carnival will not only
feature the $10,000 Mount Gambier
Cup Final it will also feature The
Produce Store Maiden Final, the Grade
5 600m Final as well as the Formula
400 Open Final over the 400m.

Nominations for the Sunday
meeting close 9.00am on Tuesday
21st February with GRSA.
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Worm Burner continues great form into 2017
The greyhound of the month
for January was newly
crowned 2016 Greyhound
of the Year, Worm Burner for
trainer Cameron Butcher, who
had another super month of
racing which included 2 wins
from 3 starts.

G

January
TH

justifying his title as the best sprinter
in SA.
At the end of the month Worm
Burner’s record stood at 60 starts with

H

TRAINER CAMERON BUTCHER

D

WORM BURNER

YHOUN
RE

OF

The son of Oaks Road and Little
Looper started the month of with a
surprising 4th placing at headquarters
when he never really go into the race.
As all champions do, he bounced back
with a strong win a heat of the listed
SA Sprint Championship where he
ran a slick 29.77 after running home
powerfully just off the pace. He started
the punters elect in the final from the
red box and began extremely well to
lead and from there was able to dictate
terms. He went down to the wire
winning by 6½ lengths in a flying 29.53

E MON

T

38 wins and 13 placings, and earnings
just over $300,000.

Big win for
Bogie Bekim
Run of the month for
January was won by Bogie
Bekim, for trainer Ben
Rawlings, for his outstanding
performance at Angle Park
on the 12th January over
731m in a FFA event.
He was able to lead most of the
way from box 2 running blistering
sectionals including breaking the 3rd
split track record. He ran splits of
4.23/15.90/29.10 and an overall of
42.97 in winning by 4½ lengths.

Follow us on
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RUN

OF THE MONTH

BOGIE BEKIM

January

TRAINER BEN RAWLINGS

@TheDogsSA

Port Augusta added
to Saturday 25th
February 2017
Port Augusta Non TAB will now race on Saturday 25th
February 2017 in the Twilight as a replacement for the
meeting that was cancelled due to heat last month on
7th January.
Add - Port Augusta Saturday 25th February 2017
(Non TAB - Twilight)

Port Augusta moved
from 27 th May to 3rd June
Port Augusta Non TAB will now race on Saturday 3rd June
2017 during the Day instead of Saturday 3rd May after
GRSA received a request from the club in regard to staffing.
Add - Port Augusta Saturday 3rd June 2017
(Non TAB - Day)
Delete - Port Augusta Saturday 27th May 2017
(Non TAB - Day)

Breeders 2017 Prelude (1) Heats
Prelude (1) of Breeders 2017 will be run on Wednesday,
22nd March at Angle Park. The Series is for all greyhounds
eligible for Breeders 2017. The Final will be run on
Monday, 27th March. Prizemoney will be determined after
nominations close.
Nominations close Friday, 17th March with GRSA at 9.00am

St Patrick’s Day Sprint on March 16
St. Patrick’s Day Sprint is not that far away to be run at Angle
Park and worth $4,415. The race will be on Thursday 16th
March, run over the 515m and under Free For All conditions.
Nominations close on Friday, 10th March at 9.00am with GRSA.

Extra Sundays for Mount Gambier from April
One extra Sunday a month from April has been granted
for the Mt Gambier GRC resulting in the Club racing every
Sunday from April until the end of the financial year. The
GRSA Board approved these extra meetings with Sky
Racing supporting these additions to the racing calendar.
Add – Mount Gambier Sunday 9th April 2017 (TAB - Day)
Add – Mount Gambier Sunday 7th May 2017 (TAB - Day)
Add – Mount Gambier Sunday 4th June 2017 (TAB - Day)

The Launching Pad
at Sandown
Again this year the Sandown GRC offered sweepstakes
tickets into the Launching Pad Series.
There are 80 entry forms available with the series worth
$410,000 in prizemoney.
There are special conditions on the race being greyhounds
that have won between 1 and 6 races and have not had
more than 30 starts at close of nominations. The heats will
be run at Sandown over the 515m on Thursday 30th March,
the semi finals on Thursday 6th April with the $210,000 final
run on Thursday 13th April.
Greyhound Racing SA was able to secure a ticket and
will give one greyhound the opportunity to compete in
this lucrative series. We will run a heat and final series to
determine who will make the Launching Pad heats on
30th March.
Our heats will be run on Wednesday 8th March over the
515m at Angle Park for greyhounds that have won 1-4
races and no more than 28 starts. The heats will be worth
$1,130 and will be Non Penalty events. The final will be run
at Angle Park on Thursday 16th March over the 515m with
prizemoney of $4,540 and will also be Non Penalty.
The winner of the final will take their spot in the Launching
Pad heats two weeks later however if the winner for
whatever reason cannot take their spot then the next
qualified greyhound will be given that spot.
It’s a terrific concept by the Sandown GRC and gives an
opportunity for those less experienced greyhounds a chance
to race for big prizemoney.
GRSA has restricted the series to 1-4 wins and 28 starts
incase a greyhound wins both the heat and final so this will
still keep them eligible. We have also made our final two
weeks before the Launching Pad heats at Sandown giving
the trainer an opportunity to get across the border and trial
for the big race.
Nominations close 9.00am on Friday 3rd March with GRSA.

Strathalbyn to race on 7th April
When GRSA released the 2016/2017 racing dates
Strathalbyn was inadvertently placed to race on Friday 14th
April 2017. This is Good Friday so they will not race on this
day. With the support of Sky Racing GRSA has shifted this
meeting to Friday 7th April 2017. This will mean that both
Strathalbyn and Mt Gambier will race on Friday 7th April.
Delete – Strathalbyn Friday 14th April 2017 (TAB - Day)
Add – Strathalbyn Friday 7th April 2017 (TAB - Day)
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Booking of Tuesday night
trials at Angle Park
Please be advised to encourage participants to use the
online booking facility for Tuesday night trials have opened
up for bookings an hour earlier than phone bookings. You
will therefore, be able to book online from 11.30am on the
Monday prior to Tuesday night trials. Being mindful that
when booking online you can only book a maximum of 6
trials and then will have to ring the office from 12.30pm to
book the remainder. Our GRSA staff is available to provide
support and training for those participants who require it,
please contact GRSA to organise.
This came into effect from Tuesday 22nd November trial
session.
For participants who wish to continue to book via the
telephone please ensure you follow the below directions:
1.

DO NOT phone prior to 12.30pm as NO calls will be
placed on hold and your call will not be answered 		
prior to 12.30pm. By calling prior to 12.30pm you 		
are actually inconveniencing yourself as you may be
disconnected or directed to another area as the
telephone system will not let you que for a long period
of time.

2.

Ensure you know exactly what type and number of 		
trial/s you require.

3.

No other queries will be answered to ensure a timely
manner of answering the calls that are in que for 		
booking trials.

4.

Please understand that our staff provides you with the
best possible and earliest time available so they will not
enter into a debate about the reasons why.

5.

DO NOT book more trials than required. GRSA will be
monitoring this situation and if required action may be 		
taken against offenders.

Weekly updates for participants
For weekly updates and media releases these will be
detailed on the GRSA website, closed facebook group, and
sent out via text message. If you have not subscribed to our
SMS service please contact us and request to be placed on
the trainers SMS list.

Voluntary payment for GAP SA
on prizemoney forms
Owners can direct prizemoney to GAP on the Prizemoney
Reimbursement forms. GRSA has made this change
on the forms where Owners can direct a percentage of
prizemoney to GAP. These forms are available on the
website and from GRSA.

Black caps
now available
from GRSA
Along with the white caps GRSA has
now approved that black caps can
be worn by participants.
Both black and white caps with
GRSA logos are available from
GRSA at a cost of $10.
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Upcoming racing and trialling arrangements
Thursday 16th February –
Racing – Angle Park (night)
Trials: Gawler (morning)
Noms: Gawler, Tuesday 21st
Friday 17th February Racing – Strathalbyn (day)
Noms: Angle Park, Wednesday 22nd
Saturday 18th February –
No racing
Trials: Angle Park (morning)
Sunday 19th February –
Racing – Mt Gambier (day), Gawler
(night)
Monday 20th February –
Racing - Angle Park (night)
Noms: Angle Park, Thursday 23rd
Mt Gambier, Friday 24th
Tuesday 21st February –
Racing - Gawler (day)
Trials: Angle Park (night)
Noms: Gawler, Sunday 26th
Mt Gambier, Sunday 26th
Wednesday 22nd February –
Racing – Angle Park (day)
Trials: Gawler (night)
Noms: Angle Park, Monday 27th
Thursday 23rd February –
Racing – Angle Park (night)
Trials: Gawler (morning)
Noms: Gawler, Tuesday 28th
Friday 24th February Racing – Mt Gambier (day)
Trials: Strathalbyn (Qualys - night)
Noms: Angle Park, Wednesday 1st
Saturday 25th February –
No racing
Trials: Angle Park (morning)
Sunday 26th February –
Racing – Mt Gambier (day),
Gawler (night)

Monday 27th February –
Racing - Angle Park (night)
Noms: Angle Park, Thursday 2nd
Strathalbyn, Friday 3rd
Mt Gambier, Sunday 5th
Tuesday 28th February –
Racing - Gawler (day)
Trials: Angle Park (night)
Noms: Gawler, Sunday 5th

Thursday 9th March –
Racing – Angle Park (night)
Trials: Gawler (morning)
Noms: Gawler, Tuesday 14th
Friday 10th March Racing – Mt Gambier (day)
Trials: Strathalbyn (Qualys - night)
Noms: Angle Park, Wednesday 15th
Angle Park Thursday 16th

Wednesday 1st March –
Racing – Angle Park (day)
Trials: Gawler (night),
Strathalbyn (night)
Noms: Angle Park, Monday 6th

Saturday 11th March –
No racing
Trials: Angle Park (morning)

Thursday 2nd March –
Racing – Angle Park (night)
Trials: Gawler (morning)
Noms: Gawler, Tuesday 7th

Monday 13th March –
Racing - Angle Park (night)
Noms: No noms (Public Holiday)

Friday 3rd March Racing – Strathalbyn (day)
Noms: Angle Park, Wednesday 8th
Saturday 4th March –
No racing
Trials: Angle Park (morning)
Sunday 5th March –
Racing – Mt Gambier (day),
Gawler (night)
Monday 6th March –
Racing - Angle Park (night)
Noms: Angle Park, Thursday 9th
Mt Gambier, Friday 10th
Tuesday 7th March –
Racing - Gawler (day)
Trials: Angle Park (night)
Noms: Gawler, Sunday 12th
Wednesday 8th March –
Racing – Angle Park (day)
Trials: Gawler (night)
Noms: Angle Park, Monday 13th

Sunday 12th March –
Racing –Gawler (night)

Tuesday 14th March –
Racing - Gawler (day)
Trials: Angle Park (night)
Noms: Strathalbyn, Friday 17th
Port Augusta, Saturday 18th
Mount Gambier Sunday 19th
Wednesday 15th March –
Racing – Angle Park (day)
Trials: Gawler (night),
Strathalbyn (night)
Noms: Gawler, Sunday 19th
Angle Park, Monday 20th
Thursday 16th March –
Racing – Angle Park (night)
Trials: Gawler (morning)
Noms: Gawler, Tuesday 21st
Friday 17th March Racing – Strathalbyn (day)
Noms: Angle Park, Wednesday 22nd
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INTEGRITY AND
w
ook noSTANDARDS
B
for a great night
out with your
club and raise
some serious
cash!

Earn up to

4000

$

‘‘

for your club!

We’ve been coming to
Angle Park for five years
and have raised thousands
of dollars for our club.
The fantastic facilities
and exciting atmosphere
offered at Chasers will
keep us coming back for
many years to come.

‘‘

David Maunder

BRIGHTON CRICKET CLUB

With bookings of 100 or more

3 easy ways to fundraise!
1

PICK A DATE
AND BOOK IN A
THURSDAY NIGHT

Each discounted ticket
includes reserved
front-row seating in
Chasers Restaurant, our
all-you-can-eat buffet and
one free drink per person!
Your club keeps the profit!

2

SELL RACE
NAMES TO YOUR
SPONSORS

Race sponsor names appear
on top of the race in The
Advertiser, TAB form, TAB
agency sheets and the
race program. It will also be
announced on track and heard
and seen by thousands on Sky
Radio and Sky Channel.

3
•
•
•

RUN SWEEPS,
RAFFLES
AND MORE!

Sell sweeps to members
We can help with ideas!
Hunnies are available to
promote and sell tickets*
*Conditions apply

Call us on (08) 8243 7150
55 CARDIGAN ST, ANGLE PARK

chasers.net.au
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STAY IN CONTROL. LEAVE BEFORE YOU LOSE IT. GAMBLE RESPONSIBLY.

INTEGRITY AND STANDARDS
From the Stewards

Notifying Stewards of factors
Onus on Handlers to
ensure weight is correct affecting performance
Stewards lately have had a few queries from
Trainers who believe the incorrect weight for their
greyhound has been recorded during weighing.
All participants should be aware that the onus is on the
handler of the greyhound to ensure the correct weight it
recorded and attention should be paid at all times. The
relevant Rule is below:
R38 Weighing
		
		
		
		

(10) The onus shall be on the handler of the 		
greyhound to ensure that the weight recorded on the
weight record card is that declared by the official 		
weighing the greyhound.

GRSA Hot Weather Policy
Just a reminder to all participants to familiarise themselves
with the Hot Weather Policy that was revised and released
in December. It is available on the GRSA website under the
Integrity banner and included on page 17 of this issue.

It is a requirement under the Greyhound Australasia Rules
of Racing to notify Stewards of any factors that may have
affected a greyhound’s performance. Stewards have
started releasing additional reports for such matters. These
reports can be found at www.grsa.com.au under the
Integrity banner
The relevant Rules are noted below:
R75 Matter affecting performance to be reported
		
		
		
		
		

(1) The trainer or authorised person of a greyhound 		
shall report to the Stewards as soon as practicable 		
anything that might have affected the running of a 		
greyhound in an Event which was not noted by 		
Stewards during or immediately after the Event.

		
		
		
		
		

(2) Should anything that might have a bearing on the
past or future running of a greyhound come to 		
the notice of the trainer or authorised person 		
after the greyhound has left the course, it shall be 		
reported to the Stewards as soon as practicable.

		 (amended – 01.07.15)

Track Injury Surgery Rebate
Just a reminder to all participants, the scheme for race
track injuries currently applies to race day injuries and not
trial injuries.

Greyhound trainer workshops
GRSA has released the final dates of workshops for all
current licensed trainers. To be able to renew your licence,
you must have completed a workshop, regardless if you
currently have any greyhounds in work. Please contact
Renee at GRSA to book your spot.

Racing Statistics - January 2017
MARRING:
FAILING TO CHASE:
SWABS TAKEN:

1
5
126

New Licences - January 2017
Owner: Neil Eglinton (N), Samuel Dumbrill (N), Sean Donnelly
(R), Leigh Schreier (N), Lyn Coates (N), Andrew Hirschausen (N),
John Elliott (N), Barry Bruce (N), Brett Lunam (N)
Owner Attendant: Moesha Canala (U), Tara Rasmussen (U)
Public Owner Trainer: John Gale (U)
Licensed New Owner Syndicate Members: Robert Bellamy
(1), Scott Hockenhull (1), Jared Bastable (1), Curtis Wordsworth
(1), Travis Wordsworth (1), Joshua Hallion (1)

New Registration Syndicate Names: Grand Central (1)
*Number in brackets is used to identify licensed owners that are
new to that particular syndicate.
(P) Provisional Only (N) New Licences (R) Renewals (U)
Upgrade of License from Owner/Trainer (DG) Downgrade of
License (RA) Re Apply (T) Transfer from interstate.
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INTEGRITY AND STANDARDS

Inquiries and notifications
Mr. Robert Halliday – Stewards inquiry 30/01/17 and
10/02/17 – GAR 83(2) failed to present the greyhound
HOMER and the greyhound REDDA free of any prohibited
substances (COBALT) for events at Mount Gambier on 9
September 2016 and 14 October 2016. Mr. Halliday was
disqualified for a period of six (6) months on each charge to be
served concurrently. In addition, HOMER and REDDA were
disqualified from the races. Mr. Halliday has lodged an appeal
with RAT.
Mr. Philip Lenehan – Racing Appeal Tribunal 03/02/17 – GAR
83(2)(a) failed to present the greyhound PONTING’S NAIL free
of any prohibited substances (COBALT) for an event at Mount
Gambier on 24 April 2016. Mr. Lenehan’s penalty was altered
to a disqualification of four (4) months and a fine of $1000; with
$500 of that penalty suspended for a period of 12 months on
the condition he does not re-offend under this Rule.
Mr. Donald Turner – Racing Appeal Tribunal 02/02/17 – GAR
83(2) failed to present the greyhound BULL TITAN free of any
prohibited substances (COBALT) for an event at Gawler on 31
July 2016. Mr. Turner’s penalty was altered to a disqualification
of four (4) months and a fine of $1000; with $500 of that
penalty suspended for a period of 12 months on the condition
he does not re-offend under this Rule.
Mr. Brodie Jessup – Notice of positive swab –
greyhound ASA FLYING SPUR was found to have
DESMETHYLVENLAFAXINE in a urine sample following an
event at Angle Park on 15 December 2016. Inquiry to be
scheduled at a date to be fixed.
Mr. Kerry. Howard – Stewards inquiry 19/01/17 – GAR 86(o) –
negligence in that he placed a greyhound in his vehicle and left
in unattended following the Mount Gambier race meeting on
6 January 2017. Mr. Howard had his licence suspended for a
period of one (1) month and fined $500.

If you

KNOW

something or of someone who is
involved in illegal practices

Mrs. Katherine Hurley – Stewards inquiry 17/01/17 – GAR
86(g) – conduct that was abusive and insulting on the basis of
comments and language used towards a GRSA official at the
Angle Park race meeting on 5 January 2017. Mrs. Hurley was
fined $450.
Miss Jayde Hurley – Stewards inquiry 17/01/17 – GAR
86(f) – conduct that improper on the basis of comments and
language used towards a GRSA official at the Angle Park race
meeting on 5 January 2017. Miss Hurley was fined $300.
Miss Jasmyn Hurley – Stewards inquiry 17/01/17 – GAR 86(f) –
conduct that improper on the basis of comments and language
used towards a GRSA official at the Angle Park race meeting on
5 January 2017. Miss Hurley was fined $200.
Mr. Tony Rasmussen – Stewards inquiry 12/01/17 – GAR
86(o) – improper conduct on the basis that he handled a
greyhound in the vicinity of its genital region prior to loading
in into the boxes at the Angle Park race meeting on 29
December 2016. Mr. Rasmussen was fined $1000; with $250
of that penalty suspended for a period of 24 months on the
condition he does not re-offend under this or a similar Rule.
Mr. Rasmussen attempted to appeal his conviction outside
the time allowed for lodging an appeal. The Racing Appeals
Tribunal rejected his application.
Mr. Thomas Cryer – Racing Appeals Tribunal 30/11/16 – GAR
83(2)(a) failed to present the greyhound CRYER’S RICKY free
of any prohibited substances (FLUNIXIN) for an event at Mount
Gambier on 15 May 2016. Mr. Cryer’s penalty was altered to a
two (2) month suspension which is suspended for a period of
12 months on the condition he does not re-offend under this
Rule and a fine of $1500.
All reports from Stewards inquiries and appeal
decisions can be found at www.grsa.com.au under
the Integrity banner.

And help us

TELL PROTECT

us in absolute confidence so
that we can investigate and if
necessary prosecute

the future of our great industry

REPORT IN CONFIDENCE ON (08) 8243 7116 OR EMAIL ADMIN@GRSA.COM.AU
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Hot Weather Policy

Version number:

2.0 – 2016

Board approval:

Dec 2016

Last review:

Dec 2016

Next review:

Dec 2018

Greyhound Racing South Australia (GRSA) is committed to animal welfare. Like all animals, greyhounds
can be affected by hot weather. The main form of cooling for canines is through panting. In an attempt to
limit the effect of heat on greyhounds, GRSA has implemented this policy to ensure greyhounds are properly
cared for during hot weather.
CANCELLATION OF MEETINGS:
GRSA will always attempt to move race meetings to a more suitable timeslot.
TABMEETINGS – Forecast 40 ̊ C or above
Day and Twilight meetings will be abandoned if the predicted temperature is forecast to be 40 ̊ C or above at
8:00am on the morning of the scheduled event. Day and Twilight meetings are race meetings scheduled to
start before 5:00pm.
Night meetings on days for which the predicted temperature is forecast to be 40 ̊ C or above at 8:00am will
continue as scheduled but may still be called off, delayed, cancelled or abandoned at the discretion of the
Stewards and the on-course Veterinarian.
If a Day or Twilight meeting proceeds in accordance with this policy, but the actual temperature reaches 40 ̊
C or above, a decision about the cancellation or abandonment of the meeting will be made at the discretion
of the Stewards and the on-course Veterinarian.
NON-TAB MEETINGS – Forecast 40 ̊ C or above
Where the predicted temperature is forecast to be 40 ̊ C or above at 5:00pm on the Friday preceding the
affected event, it will automatically be cancelled at that time. On the basis of an extreme hot weather
forecast, a decision may be made prior to that time to cancel at the absolute discretion of Stewards.
COURSING MEETINGS – Forecast 30 ̊ C or above
In noting that Coursing involves multiple runs on the same day, when the predicted temperature is forecast
to be 30 ̊ C or above at 5:00pm on the Friday preceding the affected event, it will automatically be cancelled
at that time. On the basis of an extreme hot weather forecast, a decision may be made prior to that time to
cancel at the absolute discretion of the Stewards.
SCRATCHING WITHOUT PENALTY
Trainers who have greyhounds engaged for racing on projected hot weather days – especially if they do not
have air-conditioned transport facilities – may apply to scratch their runners without penalty. The following
conditions apply:
−

The predicted temperature is forecast for the venue’s regional centre must be 38 ̊ C or above at the
time of scratching

−

Applications to scratch greyhounds under this policy must be made prior to the official scratching
time. If a greyhound is withdrawn after that time the normal 10 day penalty will apply.

−

Trainers cannot scratch their greyhounds selectively – all runners for that trainer must be withdrawn

−

The temperature will be sourced from Weatherzone – www.weatherzone.com.au – and will link
venues to regional centres in accordance with the following:

Hot Weather Policy V2.0 - 2016
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INTEGRITY AND STANDARDS
Hot Weather Policy

GRSA Venue

Corresponding Regional Centre

Angle Park

Metropolitan

Gawler

Roseworthy

Strathalbyn

Strathalbyn

Mount Gambier

Mount Gambier

Port Augusta

Port Augusta

Virginia

Elizabeth

Version number:

2.0 – 2016

Board approval:

Dec 2016

Last review:

Dec 2016

Next review:

Dec 2018

NOTE: GRSA will maintain and monitor records of greyhounds which are scratched due to hot weather.
Selected greyhounds nominated by the one trainer to be scratched from meeting:
GRSA will maintain a Heat Stress Register which records greyhounds which are particularly vulnerable to
heat stress. To be included in the register, a veterinary certificate confirming that the greyhound suffers from
heat stress when racing or trialling in hot weather must be provided by the greyhound’s trainer. That
documentation must be received by GRSA in advance of the close of nominations for a given meeting for it
to be eligible for selective scratching from that or any subsequent meetings due to hot weather.
Any greyhound on the register which is nominated for a meeting in relation to which the predicted
temperature is forecast to be 38 °C degrees or higher for the corresponding regional centre as at the official
scratching time will automatically be scratched from the meeting by GRSA. Under such circumstances, no
penalty will be applied to the greyhound as a result of that scratching.
This policy will be applied regardless of whether the meeting in question is a Day, Twilight or Night meeting.
It will also be considered a breach of this policy for a greyhound listed on the register to trial when the
forecasted temperature is 38°C degrees or higher for the corresponding regional centre on that day other
than for morning trial sessions.

COMMUNICATION OF CANCELLATION OF RACE MEETING OR TRIAL SESSION
GRSA will make every endeavour to announce any rescheduling of a race meeting by 8:00am that morning
via the industry text service and any other vehicles that it deems appropriate. Radio TAB will be advised of
any relevant information.
Trials may be cancelled at any time up until 4 hours prior to the scheduled commencement of the trial
session. As with race meetings, the cancellation of a trial session will be notified by industry text and any
other appropriate vehicles.
RACING OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES – HOT WEATHER
1) In hot weather conditions when the predicted temperature is forecast to be 35 ̊ C or above, GRSA will
ensure that the kennel house is opened 30 minutes earlier at all venues
2) Greyhounds to spend minimum time outside kennels
3) Previews are to be conducted in a shaded area
4) Greyhounds to parade directly to starting boxes
5) Greyhounds to remain in kennel house for at least 30 minutes after their event
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6) Club to provide adequate drinking facilities for greyhounds
7) Club to provide adequate cooling foot-baths
8) Club to provide bottled water to participants when temperature is 35 ̊ C or above.
9) Ice vests can be used during parading and after the event but must be removed prior to placing
greyhounds into their allotted kennel
10) GRSA Racing Department (where possible) to program Distance events during the coolest part of the
meeting (Day meetings – early races, Night Meetings – later races)
11) In hot weather conditions when the predicted temperature is forecast to be 35 ̊ C or above, barking
muzzles will not to be permitted to be used at any time at SA race tracks
GRSA reserves the right to alter this policy at any time.

Worm Burner flashes home in SA Sprint Championship
After dramas the previous
week where the final was
delayed a week due to
inclement weather the SA
Sprint Championship Final
was run on Thursday 26th
January at Angle Park.
In front of a large and vocal crowd
the best sprinters trained in South
Australia competed in the listed
classic with SA champion Worm
Burner again showing his class and
picking up another feature event.
The Cameron Butcher trained
superstar started a warm favourite
however his competition was some
of the strongest seen in recent times
and “the Worm” would have to be
at his best. Drawing the inside box
is generally where the champ can
come unstuck however he showed
good speed on box rise to lead to the
first turn. From there it was ultimately
times and margins however there
was a slight scare when Crisis Bale
challenged strongly into the back
straight however Worm Burner kicked
through and raced away. Crisis Bale
and Coorong Kid were up there early
however the minor placings were filled
by Texas Titan for Nathan Wilson who

Hot Weather Policy V2.0 - 2016

ran home very powerfully and Run
The Jewels for Lauren Harris who
continues to run bold races in strong
company however they were over
6 lengths away from SA's superstar
chaser. Worm Burner recorded a

blistering 29.53 for the 515m journey
and looks to be right back to his best
which not only spells danger for the
locals but also any big interstate race
the connections wish to take on.
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PROJECTS
UPDATE
SCOTT WUCHATSCH

STRATEGIC PROJECTS MANAGER

Alternative lure trials
Following feedback from participants, over the
course of the next few months GRSA intends
to experiment with a range of alternative lure
types during trial sessions at Angle Park.
Initially, the Victorian style lure will be trialled (refer image
right). The lure will be placed on the standard hoop arm used
at Angle Park. The standard squeaker currently used on the
Angle Park lure will also be attached.

Details of Alternative Lure Trials
Where:
When:
Time:		
Cost:		
Bookings:

Angle Park
Tuesday in March & April
6.00pm-6.30pm
Free
Monday 10.00am-11.00am

Please note the following conditions in relation to the trials:
•
•
•
•
•

All trials will be out of boxes (no hand slips)
All trials will finish onto the lure at the catching pen
Trials will be limited to a maximum of 10 trials
Each trial can contain up to 4 greyhounds
Participants will be limited to a maximum of 2 trials 		
per person

To allow all participants to experience the varying lure types,
preference will be given to those who have not previously
taken part in the trial. As such, the following preferences for
bookings will be applied:

See our vests!
Red Vests Available

Participants are able to purchase their very own red vests for $20
however GRSA will always have some available. These vests look
very smart and come up particularly well on Sky Racing promoting SA
Racing so with that in mind the long parade coats have been phased
out of action with participants required to have a black or navy jumper
available to be worn under the vests.
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Week 1 (Tuesday 7th March) – First in, best dressed
Week 2 (Tuesday 14th March) – For participants new to the
lure trial
Week 3 (Tuesday 21st March) – For participants new to the
lure trial
Week 4 and beyond – First in, best dressed
If demand for trialling behind the lure regularly exceeds spots
available, GRSA will consider expansion of the timeframes for
each session.

Recent works undertaken on the Gawler lure system
There has been much
commentary and opinion
regarding the effectiveness of
the recent refurbishment of the
Gawler lure system, so I thought
I would provide a summary of
works undertaken late last year
and the aim of these works.
Historically the Gawler lure has suffered
from a number of issues, as have all
‘Bramich’ style lure systems around
the country. The Bramich lure relies on
electrifying the entire rail, then having
a carriage containing a motor or two
which connects to this power source
to drive the lure around the track.
Bramich lures used to be very
common, with most now having
been replaced by a more reliable
cable system, however there are still
some around the country and in NZ.
Installing a cable system at Gawler was
considered, but deemed unsuitable
due to high traffic onto the centre oval
and risks of being on a public site.
Throughout 2016 the Gawler lure
suffered issues relating to power
supply, particularly in the wet weather.
A plan was established to resolve this
power issue by replicating a ‘new’ style
system which was introduced at the
Hobart greyhound track.
Works in November and December
2016 replaced the existing single loop
power distribution with 125 individually
powered four metre sections. This
would eliminate the troublesome
connections between sections and
allow for individual failure without
compromising the entire system.
The industry has already seen the
benefits of this new distribution
method, with meetings and trial
sessions proceeding after some
minor maintenance, which may have
historically been abandoned.
One thing that also needs to be
remembered, is that the system is
still problematic to a degree and that
there are a number of things that can
go wrong. Whilst we will always try
to minimise the risk of issues through

maintenance, the reality is that like
anything mechanical, problems will
invariably occur.
The team feels as though the power
issue is under control (which has
always been our greatest risk), the
following are issues that we are
continually managing:
•
Alignment – ensuring that the
contact points on the carriage remain
connected to the power source on
the rail. At high speed these contacts
can ‘jump’ out of the tracks and bring
the lure to a stop, so we need to be
mindful that everything under the lure
rail is aligned correctly.
•
Lure Slippage – slippage has
always been a problem, particularly
in the wet and this is not limited to
Gawler. The lure carriage simply sits on
top of the rail and relies on the weight
of the carriage to provide enough
friction for the polyurethane to drive
the carriage. GRSA is experimenting
with different types of polyurethane
compounds and investigating
innovative drive solutions to improve
slippage. The maintenance team will
regularly grind the top of the rail to
provide the required friction.

•
Mechanical Failure – There are
a number of mechanical elements
to the system that can and will fail.
The biggest risk is failure of one of
the two angle grinder motors used to
propel the carriage. These motors are
replaced regularly, however they are
temperamental and if failure occurs
during a race or trial, there is simply
nothing that can be done.
The maintenance team takes great
pride in attempting to deliver lure
systems free from faults, however
the desire for a 100% reliable system
is probably impossible to achieve,
particularly at Gawler. Much time and
resources are directed towards this
purpose and GRSA is always looking
to improve and innovate.
GRSA also understands that any
failure of the lure system will cause
inconvenience to participants in
preparing their greyhounds, and
the maintenance team members
are always quite distressed when
something does happen. So we are
trying harder than anyone to make
sure everything runs smoothly and
hope participants understand that
things can and will happen.
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NOTES OF INDUSTRY CONSULTATIVE GROUP (ICG) MEETING
HELD IN THE BOARDROOM OF GREYHOUND RACING SA
LIMITED, 55 CARDIGAN ST, ANGLE PARK ON FRIDAY 9
DECEMBER 2016 AT 9.30AM
ATTENDEES:
Michael Fabbro (Chairman); Grantley Stevens; Chris Doyle;
Melissa Trowbridge; Judi Hurley; Gavin Harris; Lisa Rasmussen;
Ryan Tugwell; Shaun Donnelly; Peter Damarell; Shaun
Mathieson; Scott Wuchatsch; Lisa Michalanney; Matt Corby;
Sheriden Milam (Notes Secretary).
The meeting commenced at 9.37am.
1 APOLOGIES
Tony Hinrichsen, Paul Preiss, David Spear
2 NOTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
The notes from the previous meeting were agreed to be an
accurate reflection of matters discussed at that meeting.
3 ACTION ITEMS FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
3.1 ICG Panel Members
The Chairman welcomed new members to the group.
3.2 Pathway Racing
Shaun Mathieson provided an update on the final changes
to Pathway and Time Graded racing which came into effect
from October of this year and related context. He noted
adjustments that had been made and advised that he
was reasonably comfortable that the changes could fairly
accommodate greyhounds of varying standards. Shaun
advised that the Grading Review Panel was keen to progress
time grading to the next level. The Chairman requested
feedback from the panel regarding these two initiatives.
One panelist commented that the concept of time grading
was good, noting that some of the initial teething problems
seemed to have been sorted out. Another suggested giving
consideration to factoring in the speed of the track as part of
the process, given that the average speed of the track can be
an influence. The panel agreed that the concept was heading
in the right direction. The Chairman encouraged the panel to
continue to provide feedback on this topic through the CEO or
the Racing Manager.
4

BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETING

4.1 Murray Bridge Update
The Chairman spoke to the fact that the tender process for
Murray Bridge was ongoing and indicated that the timing of a
decision on the project was not yet certain. He spoke to the
potential benefits of the proposed Tattsbet/Tabcorp merger
and the potential need that existed for wagering partners to
contribute towards the final cost of the project.
4.2 Trialling Schedule
Shaun Mathieson requested feedback from the panel on the
current trialling framework to determine if it was the most
effective schedule. He advised there was capacity for only two
trial sessions at Gawler each week. One panelist suggested
that there was a difference between educational trialling and
race trialling, and that different venues were suited to particular
types of trialling activity. The panel suggested that a night
trial session was required to cater for those that worked and
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indicated that they did not wish to see Wednesday night at
Gawler removed. The Chairman questioned what inhibitors
may be preventing more people from utilising Emerley Park, in
response to which the lack of a reliable timing system timing
was a significant factor. It was noted that a timing system at
Emerley Park would be beneficial. Management was requested
to investigate a cost-effective timing solution with the potential
of utilising a solar-powered system. Scott Wuchatsch advised
that the Murray Bridge track will have the potential to hold two
trial sessions per week once it is operational.
Action: Management to investigate a cost-effective timing
solution (potentially solar-powered) for Emerley Park
4.3 Training Courses
Lisa Michalanney advised that the trainer education sessions
had commenced on 7 November and that there had been 16
workshops held with 82 trainers undertaking the course so
far. All trainers are due to have completed the course by 14
February 2017. Panellists indicated that they had heard only
positive feedback from the sessions. One panelist questioned
the cost of the course to new participants. Lisa Michalanney
advised that the cost of the course had not yet been
determined. It was suggested that GRSA could potentially
subsidise the training.
Action: Management to consider subsidising new participant
training costs.
5 AGENDA ITEMS
5.1 Breeding Decline
The Chairman indicated that GRSA was keen to work with
breeders and industry to identify appropriate avenues for
supporting local breeders. He welcomed suggestions of
responsible solutions from the panel. The panel indicated that
issues existed due to the lack of appropriate rearing facilities in
South Australia. The Chairman sought some direct feedback
regarding the extra costs associated with rearing interstate.
The panel advised that the average weekly cost ranged from
$50-$70 per week across a period of three months to 13
months. Additionally, owners incur transport costs and can
encounter some difficulty accessing a rearer in whom they have
confidence. The Chairman questioned whether a local property
staffed by suitable operators would encourage rearing in SA. It
was noted a local property could ensure early socialisation of
the dogs. Scott Wuchatsch suggested the set up costs could
potentially be excessive.
It was noted that a local rearing property provided the clear
benefit of allowing owners to visit regularly and check on their
dogs’ progress.
The Chairman suggested other short term propositions to
increase breeding were required as a local rearing property
might be a longer term initiative.
The panel suggested that the current monetary incentives
were appropriate at the point of whelping and that additional
initiatives may need to target a later phase of the greyhound’s
development. The Panel indicated that the current lack of
certainty within the national industry was contributing to the
recent breeding downturn.
The Chairman urged participants to have confidence in the

industry; noting the amount of support that had recently been
evident from Government. He indicated that the industry was
currently performing strongly and projected a more prosperous
period for the industry in the years immediately ahead. He
reiterated the need for Industry to self-monitor but advised
there was no reason for a lack of confidence.
The panel noted the potential issues of having to re-home dogs
if too many were bred. The CEO noted the work being done
to reduce the current GAP waiting list. He also noted that
breeding and interstate transfers would only be encouraged
up to a level which simultaneously supported a viable industry
without compromising GRSA’s publicly stated rehoming
objective. Management agreed to present a detailed report on
the change in waiting list times for GAP to the next meeting.
Action: Management to prepare a detailed report on waiting
list times and issues for presentation at the next ICG meeting.
It was determined that the best short term solution to the
lack of breeding number may be to introduce a rebate to
offset the cost of rearing. In the longer term the
establishment or encouragement of a local rearing property
was considered ideal.
5.2 Online Participant Processes
Shaun Mathieson detailed the gradual progression to online
processes that should be anticipated by industry. He noted
that the Grader has been encouraged to speak with those
trainers that are currently nominating by fax to begin to move
them across. The Chairman suggested phasing out faxed
nominations over a 12 month period. Shaun Mathieson noted
the change to processes for online trial bookings has reduced
phones calls dramatically for trials and sought support from
the ICG to move to online bookings for other meetings. He
noted that online bookings for Tuesday night trial sessions were
now in place and that this would soon incorporate Saturday
sessions and then Gawler. It was his intent to remove the
restriction on how many trials can be booked but restrict the
number to four per timeslot.
5.3 National Grading Framework
The CEO noted the fundamental principle of any grading
framework is to group similar dogs and that Scott Wuchatsch
and Shaun Mathieson are driving dialogue in relation to a
nationally consistent framework based on national ratings. The
panel flagged the need to protect SA owners within a national
framework and to preserve the spirit of ‘SA owned ‘ incentives
within the context of any future changes.
5.4 Political Activation Strategy
The Chairman pointed to the merits of greater political
representation for the industry and observed that industry
should be looking within for potentially suitable candidates..
5.5 Lure Design
The Chairman called for comments from the panel on the
proposed design. Scott Wuchatsch advised the lure would be
trialled at disclosed times. A choice of the existing lure or a free
trial on the new design would be offered.
5.6 Kenneling
Lisa Michalanney advised that split kenneling presented
significant issues in terms of resourcing and security. The
Chairman noted that a change to kenneling would not be

practical and that a practical solution had not yet
been identified.
5.7 Hot Weather Policy
The panel indicated general support for both proposals It was
noted that some members of the panel were not supportive
of a broader ban on barking muzzles. Chris Doyle sought
opinions from the panel regarding the hot weather policy and,
more particularly, the forecast temperature required to trigger a
meeting cancellation.
Action: Management with assistance from Chris Doyle to
review the current hot weather policy and resolve their position
to be presented to the Board at the 21 December meeting.
Notification to the ICG will follow.
6 OTHER BUSINESS
6.1 One panelist spoke to the Rule requiring a suspended
trainer to disperse dogs from their property in the event of a
disqualification. The Board was requested to consider allowing
dogs to remain on a suspended person’s property noting that
they could not be nominated for racing.
6.2 Shaun Mathieson advised he had been approached by
a manufacturer of vibration therapy solutions. One panelist
endorsed the product and, separately, spoke to the merits of
a pool for greyhounds at Angle Park. Discussion was held on
the benefits or a walk through pool and it was noted that any
investment in such a facility would need to consider potential
therapeutic benefits. the panel suggested a trial of the therapy
units for shared use. Management also committed to looking
into the reinstatement of misting devices at Angle Park and
installation at all other tracks.
Action: Management to consider the purchase of a vibration
therapy device for shared used at Angle Park in addition to
misting frames at all tracks.
6.3 The panel provided feedback regarding the newly
introduced track injury rebate scheme and questioned whether
or not it could be applied to trial sessions. Scott Wuchatsch
advised that the scheme did not include injuries sustained at
trials because there was no way of formalising the process
without the input of GRSA stewards and vets.
Gavin Harris noted the recent advice on Facebook regarding
a WA trainer being suspended for 3 years for euthanasing
otherwise healthy dogs. The CEO noted the need for industry
to support full rehoming and identified that the participant had
specifically resisted direction to enter the dogs into the GAP
program.
The CEO questioned the panel regarding the interest they
believed industry would have in relation to GRSA conducting
‘roadshows’ to provide a forum for participants in strategic
region to receive a direct update on key industry matters. The
panel indicated that this would be a way to begin to instill
confidence back with participants.
Action: With the assumption that the suggested Roadshows
will go ahead, time grading and pathway racing will form a topic
within that presentation..
NEXT MEETING: To be announced.
The meeting closed at 12.15pm
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Port Augusta finishes 2016 in good fashion
PORT AUGUSTA

The Port Augusta Greyhound
Club finished 2016 with a
massive crowd in attendance
to witness the Pastoral Hotel
Christmas Cup, the Parks &
Garden Crew Stake and the
Jack McSporran and Vin and
Barb Collins Memorial events.
Leading Trainer award went to the much
travelled Don Turner and "Bo Bo Bo"
trained by Kevin Bewley was Greyhound
of Year.
The next twilight meeting is on 25th
February to replace the January
meeting cancelled due to extreme heat
conditions. This meeting will feature
447m Floodlighting Cup with the
following twilight meeting on 18th March
featuring 591m Whyalla Cup. A bonus
of $300 if trainer can win both features.
The Annual General Meeting was held
prior to our end of year celebrations.
The financial figures show we are still
in a sound position. We continue to
maintain good support for our meetings
with 15 held and have retained 16 for
this year.
Firstly, I would like to acknowledge
the tremendous support we receive
from Greyhound Racing SA. Without
this support it would be impossible to
continue greyhound racing in the north
of the State - Thank you - it is greatly
appreciated.
Melbourne Cup day, Patron's Cup,
Anzac Day and Port Augusta Cup were
all good days for the Club. A big thank
you to Gavin Harris for his support in
co-ordinating a meeting sponsored by
the Adelaide Greyhound Racing Club. It
was a most enjoyable day.
We hosted local football and netball
premiership teams to open our twilight
season with wonderful support and the
Club would like to acknowledge the
following sponsors and supporters who
have helped throughout 2016 :-
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• Our very supportive Patron, Dan van
Holst Pellekaan MP, for his generous
sponsorship. Dan is a very busy
person but always finds time to
attend as many race meetings as
possible. Thank you Dan.
• Port Augusta City Council for
continuing to sponsor the Port 		
Augusta Cup and general support.
• Gary and Lois Rawlings and Whyalla
Funerals for their generous 		
contribution by way of sponsorship
and trophies and just general help
when required.
• Cunningham & Harvey Accounting
- excellent service with finalisation of
financial statements each month
and sponsorship.
• Pridham Family for sponsoring
Pridham Memorial, Gina and
David Hall and Gail and Don Turner
for trophies.
• To Port Augusta Veterinary 		
Services; Commonwealth Hotel;
Ian's Chicken Hut; Augusta Can
& Bottle Recyclers; JB Radiators
and Windscreen Services; Pastoral
Hotel; Yvonne Maxwell; RadioTab;
Fire & Equipment Maintenance 		
Group; Robert & Joan McSporran;
Kay Versari and Ray Burgess - thank
you all for your contribution.
• Special mention to Robert and Joan
McSporran who do an outstanding

job in their role as Publicity Officers.
• Thank you to Course Photographer
Daryl who has provided a reliable
service over many years; Michael
who has stepped in and taken over
Photo Finish position with ease;
Dean in kennel-house and Kevin who
continues with race calling.
• To Luane Richmond who works the
Bar - you do an amazing job keeping
everyone in line - thank you so much.
Tony Mitchell from Crossroad Concepts
held his 50th Birthday celebrations at a
twilight meeting and has continued his
love affair with the sport ever since. He
has organised the new T-shirts proudly
worn by supporters and arranged
promotion of race meetings to be
displayed on an advertising screen
at Central Oval overlooking National
Highway One. Thank you Tony - it is
very much appreciated.
To all the trainers and owners who
regularly attend our meetings thank you - your continued support
is invaluable.
Without doubt the voluntary support
we have received over many years
has been amazing - in particular our
wonderful Canteen ladies (Jenny, Vilma
and Jane) assisted by chief cook Peter
McK; Luane and Peter Richmond (Bar);
Ivan, Kathy, Lenny, Della, Gary and Lois,
Catherine and Eric.

Tony scores a double at Gawler
GAWLER

Trainer Tony Lagana had a
good training result at Gawler
greyhounds on Sunday 12th of
January, when the two runners
he produced both won.
In race 4, a Grade 6 event over 400m,
April’s Pearlah from box 3 showed the
others a clean pair of heels , to lead from
Koombooyana Song (7) and Usain’s
Squeeze (2). Tony’s runner, Sophie Tyson
from box 1, found herself on the rails in
fourth position, some 4 lengths behind
the leader, but she continued to run on
and was able to win by a length. April’s
Pearlah was second for Steve Brook
of Lewiston and Koombooyana Song
finished third for Bosko Stamenkovic of
Two Wells.
Tony’s second winner came in race 8,
a 531m event for Grade 5 greyhounds.
His runner, Babylon Redeemer, was
best away from box 2 but by scouting
wide on the first turn, it allowed Cosmic

Wonder (1) to take the lead along the
rails. A tight tussle then followed, with
Sophie Tyson challenging down the back
straight, before gaining the upper hand,
to score quite comfortably at the finish,
by just over 5 lengths. Second was
Bekim Vapour (6) for Kelvin Douglas of
Strathalbyn, in front of Cosmic Wonder
trained by Tim Richards of Meningie.
Both greyhounds are owned and trained
by Tony, a long time participant in the
industry. Tony usually breeds his own
racing stock, using “Tyson” in the name,
so Babylon Redeemer is a rare exception
to that theme as he was bred in NSW,
and had one start there before coming
to SA.
In a coincidence, the grandson of
family friend and fellow trainer Ross
Panagiotou, is named Tyson and often
is at the track to watch the racing. Tyson
looks forward to coming to the Gawler
track particularly with some team mates
from the Gawler South Cricket and
Football Club, and enjoys the “good
atmosphere” there. He started taking
an interest in greyhounds a couple of
years ago, and likes following Tony’s

From left to right, Tony Lagana, with Tyson
Panagiotou and Gawler South team mate
Jordan Dare, with Babylon Redeemer.

dogs. That makes good sense as Tony
has achieved a lot of success as an
owner trainer in recent years, with Tyson
describing Tony as a trainer who loves
what he is doing and very experienced.
His grandfather Ross also has his
share of success, so there are many
opportunities to keep Tyson interested.

Gawler
Track Star Award
(1 January 2017 to 31 January 2017)

Leading Greyhound
Long Gully Josh
Oh No Beta
Elite Chaos
Macaloney
Todd Bless
Vintage Bling
Dakota Rose
Full Bogan
I'M Zoolander
Long Gully Helen

1st
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2nd
1
0
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

3rd
0
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
Trainer Judi Hurley with brother in law John Hurley, and Rattle’em a
recent winner at Gawler over the 531m distance.
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It’s a long way from Glenburnie to Gawler
MOUNT GAMBIER

Steve Bartholomew, of
Worrolong, still remembers the
first greyhound racing meeting
run in Mount Gambier.
That was back on Saturday, July
21, 1979 out at Glenburnie where
greyhound meetings would ultimately
continue to be conducted inside the
racecourse over distances of 289
metres, 476 metres and 667 metres for
the next 18 years.
That was also the day that
Bartholomew’s wife, Lehanne, was in
labour with Elysia.
But he was rostered at the greyhound
track for the opening meeting. After all,
someone had to run the official results
from the judge’s tower to George Kay in
the broadcast box.
As it turned out, Bartholomew was
back at the hospital in plenty of time
as his daughter wasn’t born until just
after midnight.
These days he’s not required to run the
results to the broadcast box but in the
ensuing 37½ years there haven’t been
too many roles Bartholomew hasn’t
filled at both Glenburnie and later at
Lake Terrace East’s Tara Raceway.
And last Friday his commitment to
greyhound racing in the South-East
was recognised at the glittering 2016

Greyhound of the Year night which was
held in the Nixons Function Centre at
the Gawler greyhound track.
Accompanied by his wife, along with
Elysia and her partner Tim Manterfield,
Bartholomew received an Outstanding
Achievement Award for services to
greyhound racing.
Now 57, the father of three (Debra and
Stephen are also involved in the sport)
and grandfather of six, is currently
the president of the Mount Gambier
Greyhound Racing Club, a position he
has held since 2009-10.
Proud daughter Elysia said that there
had never been a time in her life that
her father had not been helping out with
something at the track, often taking
time off work to do so.
“I doubt there would be too many
people more dedicated to greyhound
racing than Dad,” she said.
Awarded MGGRC life membership in
1998, Bartholomew has filled other
roles such as track maintenance,
race starter, treasurer, long-serving
committee member and lure driver.
In addition, he’s also been the local
earbrander since 1995 and was a
slipper when coursing was conducted
at Mil Lel.
And one of the first to offer
congratulations at Sunday’s race
meeting was Connie Miller, of Allendale
East, who received an Award Of Merit
for services to greyhound racing from

Steve Bartholomew was back in the real
world on Tuesday morning when officiating
at Tara Raceway’s trial session.

the SA Greyhound Racing Board in the
early 1990s.
Bartholomew, who well remembers a
time when greyhound racing in Mount
Gambier was fighting for survival, said
he was very proud to be recognised
with the achievement award.
“I certainly feel honoured, but local
greyhound racing owes a huge debt to
many people. Those of us who have
been involved for any length of time can
only marvel at the way the sport has
gone ahead at Tara Raceway.”
However, it’s not all glamour at the
top. In what was a far cry from the glitz
and glamour of a few nights earlier, the
president was back at Tara Raceway
on Tuesday morning, driving the lure for
the trials.

Texas Titan to add interest to meeting
MOUNT GAMBIER
Classy sprinter-stayer Texas
Titan will add plenty of interest to
Sunday’s Tara Raceway meeting
when he takes on a field of grade
four and five greyhounds from box
eight in the ClassicBet Mixed Stake
(600 metres).
Although now 4½ years old, Texas
Titan continues to race well, having
won over 531 metres at Gawler last
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month in a smart 30.75 seconds.
From the incredibly successful Vapour
Whirl x Foot Luce litter, the black dog
has raced on 93 occasions for 28 wins,
33 minor placings and $146,000 in
prizemoney.
Texas Titan has never raced at
Tara Raceway although ownertrainer Nathan Wilson, of Parilla,
has previously enjoyed feature race
success at the track with litter sister
Sunday Shoes.

Another member of the litter, Oakvale
Destiny who retired with earnings of
$280,000, whelped a litter of two dogs
and six bitches to High Earner last
October for Wilson’s wife Kerri.

XMAS SPRINT
515M (FFA)

EVENT @ $4,590

Thursday 22.12.16

SA SPRINT CHAMPIONSHIP
515M (Listed Event)
(Special Conditions Apply)

ANGLE PARK
EVENTS
HEATS @ $4,590
FINAL @ $22,000

Thursday 12.01.17
Thursday 19.01.17

JOHN GRAY
515M (Grade 5)

FROMHEATS
FEBRUARY
2017
@ $3,190
TO JUNE
FINAL2017
@ $8,565

Thursday 19.01.17
Thursday 26.01.17

SA ST. LEGER 515M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
Un-Raced Maidens are ineligible
For greyhounds whelped on or after 1st July 2014

HEATS @ $1,130
SEMI-FINALS @ $4,590
FINAL @ $8,565

Wednesday 08.02.17
Thursday 16.02.17
Thursday 23.02.17

ST. PATRICKS DAY SPRINT
515M (FFA)

EVENT @ $4,590

Thursday 16.03.17

HEATS @ TBA
FINAL @ TBA

Wednesday 22.03.17
Monday 27.03.17

EASTER CUP
600M (Mixed 3/4/5 Event)

HEATS @ $4,990
FINAL @ $5,000

Thursday 06.04.17
Thursday 13.04.17

SA DISTANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
731M (Feature Event)
(Best Greyhounds Nominated)

HEATS @ $4,990
FINAL @ $14,500

Thursday 20.04.17
Thursday 27.04.17

SA ANNIVERSARY CUP
515M (Feature Event)
Best greyhounds nominated

HEATS @ $4,590
FINAL @ $13,750

Thursday 20.04.17
Thursday 27.04.17

BREEDERS 2017 PRELUDE (1)
515M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.15 to June.15
And paid up for Breeders 2017.

55 Cardigan Street, Angle Park SA 5010
(POCardigan
Box 2352,
Regency
55
Street,
AnglePark
ParkSA
SA5942)
5010
(PO Box 2352, Regency Park SA 5942)

Phone: (08) 8243 7100 Fax: (08) 8268 2870
Website:
www.grsa.com.au
Phone:
(08)
8243 7100 Fax: (08) 8268 2870
Website: www.grsa.com.au

ANGLE PARK EVENTS FROM 1 JULY 2016 TO 30 JUNE 2017
ANGLE PARK EVENTS FROM 1 JULY 2016 TO 30 JUNE 2017

BREEDERS 2017 PRELUDE (2)
515M
BREEDERS
2017 PRELUDE (2)
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
515M
HEATS @ TBA
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.15 to June.15 HEATS
FINAL @
@TBA
TBA
AndSA
paid
up for
Breederswhelped
2017. in Jan.15 to June.15 FINAL @ TBA
For
Bred
greyhounds
And paid up for Breeders 2017.

HOWARD ASHTON
515M (Group
3 Event)
HOWARD
ASHTON
Special(Group
Event 3– Event)
No Penalties Apply
515M
HEATS @ TBA
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.15 to June.15 HEATS
SEMI-FINALS
@ TBA@ TBA
AndSA
paid
up for
Breeders whelped
2017. in Jan.15 to June.15 SEMI-FINALS
FINAL @ $37,500
For
Bred
greyhounds
@ TBA
And paid up for Breeders 2017.
FINAL @ $37,500
SHANE McQUEEN
600M McQUEEN
SHANE
Best greyhounds nominated
600M
Best greyhounds nominated
AGRC/GRSA AUCTION
515M
AGRC/GRSA
AUCTION
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
515M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For greyhounds sold through 2015 Auction
For greyhounds sold through 2015 Auction

Wednesday 26.04.17
Monday 01.05.17
Wednesday
26.04.17
Monday 01.05.17

Wednesday 17.05.17
Thursday 25.05.17
Wednesday
17.05.17
01.06.17
Thursday 25.05.17
Thursday 01.06.17

HEATS @ $4,990
FINAL @
HEATS
@ $8,565
$4,990
FINAL @ $8,565

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

01.06.17
08.06.17
01.06.17
08.06.17

HEATS @ $1,130
SEMI-FINALS
@ $4,590
HEATS
@ $1,130
FINAL @ $19,000
SEMI-FINALS
@ $4,590
FINAL @ $19,000

Wednesday 07.06.17
Thursday 15.06.17
Wednesday
07.06.17
Thursday 15.06.17
22.06.17
Kennel Capers
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Thursday
22.06.17

SHANE McQUEEN

RACING
600M REPORT

Best greyhounds nominated

AGRC/GRSA AUCTION
515M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For greyhounds sold through 2015 Auction

STAYERS CUP
731M
Best greyhounds nominated

HEATS @ $4,990
FINAL @ $8,565

Thursday 01.06.17
Thursday 08.06.17

HEATS @ $1,130
SEMI-FINALS @ $4,590
FINAL @ $19,000

Wednesday 07.06.17
Thursday 15.06.17
Thursday 22.06.17

HEATS @ $4,990
FINAL @ $5,000

Thursday 22.06.17
Thursday 29.06.17

Greyhound Racing SA reserves the right to alter any of these events including the prizemoney.

Gun McBain scores another big win
With heats being affected
by inclement weather on
the 19th, all eyes were on
the 2017 John Gray Final
on Thursday 26th January
at Angle Park and the large
crowd wasn't disappointed.
A high quality field was assembled
for the 22nd running of the Grade 5
feature with most given some hope,
with a bit of luck of taking out the
$6,000 first prize however the market
was dominated by Snakebite Bale
for trainer Ben Rawlings who was
undefeated in 5 runs in SA since
coming across from Victoria.
As the start was affected, iron dog
Gun McBain for Todd Kelly sped to
the early lead from his inside draw. He
was strongly challenged by Thumb A
Ride for Troy Murray and Pawesome
Boss for Petar Jovanovic in the early
stages. Snakebite Bale didn’t have
any luck early after missing the kick
and found himself back in the pack
looking for racing room.
As they raced down the back Gun
McBain was challenged very strongly
by Pawesome Boss who looked to
be going slightly better off the back
straight while Thumb A Ride held third
with nothing really making ground
from the tail.
As heads turned for home Gun
McBain showed his fighting qualities
to withstand the challenge from
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ABOVE: Gun McBain holding off Pawesome
Boss in the run to the post.
LEFT: Rob Price (Part Owner) receives
the trophy from Todd Gray, John Gray’s
Grandson.

Pawesome Boss and go on and
record a fabulous victory. He won
by ¾ length in a solid 30.12 for the
515m journey. Pawesome Boss ran a
bold race at bolters odds for second
while Thumb A Ride who has not even
turned two yet, ran a nice race into
third only 1 length away and looks
to have a bright future. Speaking of
luck, race favourite Snakebite Bale
had none and his performance should
be forgiven as when he found clear
ground he rattled home into 4th with a
blistering 12.65 run home however by

then the race was well and truly over.
Gun McBain is the Angle Park record
holder having now won an amazing 45
races at the track and it doesn’t look
like he is slowing down any time soon.
He is by Spring Gun and out of Flame
McBain and owned by The Kelly Gang
Syndicate managed by Raye Kelly.
Gun McBain is SA Bred, being bred
by his trainer Todd Kelly and has now
won a total of 57 races from his 141
starts including 46 minor placings and
prizemoney just below $150,000.

GAWLER
EVENTS

(PO Box 2352, Regency Park SA 5942)

Website: www.grsa.com.au

FROM JANUARY 2017
GAWLER EVENTS FROM
1 JULY
2016 TO 30 JUNE 2017
TO JUNE
2017
GAWLER EASTER SPRINT
531m
For Grade 4/5 greyhounds

EVENT @ $3,000

Sunday 16.04.17

GAWLER FUTURE STARS
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in 2015

HEATS @ $1,540
FINAL @ $4,000

Tuesday
Sunday

11.04.17
16.04.17

GAWLER BREEDERS 2016
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
Un-Raced greyhounds are ineligible
For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Breeders 2016

HEATS @ TBA
FINAL @ TBA

Sunday
Sunday

11.06.17
18.06.17

HEATS @ $TBA
SEMI-FINALS @ $2,700
FINAL @ $22,000

Tuesday 27.06.17
Tuesday 04.07.17
Sunday 09.07.17

GAWLER PRODUCE STAKE
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
Un-Raced greyhounds are ineligible
For greyhounds whelped in 2015 – Special Conditions
(Final guaranteed at $22,000.
Consolation on Final night - $2,700)

Greyhound Racing SA reserves the right to alter any of these events including the prizemoney.

I'm Zoolander lands win at Gawler
GAWLER

I’m Zoolander, a young local
greyhound with a liking for
the Gawler circuit, ran its best
time there to win recently.
Running in the 400m Juvenile event, I’m
Zoolander had drawn box 3 and settled
in second position behind Long Gully
Helen (7). The two raced away from the
rest of the field, with Long Gully Helen
holding a one length advantage. In a very
tight finish, I’m Zoolander was able to
hit the front when it counted, to take the
honours by the narrow margin of a neck
in a good time of 22.83 secs. Long Gully
Helen was second for Paula Hearnden
of Angaston and Funky Monkey ran third

for Chris Jaensch of Merbein Victoria.
I’m Zoolander is trained at Two Wells by
Ken Trowbridge and raced in partnership
with his wife Mel. The black dog is one
of 3 pups that they kept from the 10
pup litter that they bred, with the others
heading to Victoria and NSW. Ken has
been training for about four years and
was introduced to the sport by his
brother in law, Nathan Wilson. Ken and
Nathan achieved great success from the
first breeding female they purchased,
named Foot Luce, which has laid the
foundation for them to continue.
The prime enjoyment for Ken is being
able to follow the progress from the
breeding, the rearing and education
stage, and through to racing. Ken
described the reward as being that

Ken Trowbridge with I’m Zoolander.

sense of achievement after doing all
that you can, and all the hard work. I’m
Zoolander now has a record of 10 starts
at Gawler over the 400m distance, for
5 wins and 2 placings, and only 14
career races. Ken is now hoping to move
“Zoolander” up to the 531m distance.
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MARKETING MATTERS

MARKETING
MATTERS
DIANNE DUMANOVIC
MARKETING MANAGER

You. Me. 6 Weeks. marketing update
GAP SA's back of Bus
advertising is back!
Following the success of the ‘You.
Me. 6 Weeks.’ advertising campaign
last year, we have kicked off 2017
with back of bus advertising on
8 buses throughout metropolitan
Adelaide. These buses will promote
GAP up until mid-April which will
expose our brand to the general
public over Adelaide’s crazy period
(Womad, Fringe, Clipsal etc.).
In addition to the back of bus
advertising, we will be kicking off
another radio campaign with Hit 107.
Our spend with Hit 107 last year
brought some amazing results, so we
are looking to build on this in 2017.
We will be hitting the airwaves from
February 27.
Late January saw GAP host their
first retail activation at Westfield West
Lakes. GAP’s presence was over
a three day period (Friday Jan 27 –

Sunday Jan 29) and saw plenty of
shoppers take an interest in our lovely
greys and foster care opportunities
available. As we promoted our
appearance ahead of time on
Facebook, quite a few people drove
from all corners of the city to come
along to say hi. We are currently
monitoring the response following this
activation, and if proven successful we
will be looking to implement a similar
appearance at other Westfield centres.

2016 UBET Greyhound of the Year
As most of you are aware, Gawler Greyhound Racing Club held the 2016
UBET Greyhound of the Year last Friday Night.
Although it was an extremely hot evening, the night was very well attended
by industry participants as we saw ‘Worm Burner’ take out the major title of
Greyhound of the Year.
As this is the first time we held the awards night at Nixon’s (Gawler), we would love to
hear your feedback as we will take it into consideration when it comes to planning for
next year’s event. Please email your comments to marketing@grsa.com.au
Congrats to all the winners that won awards on the night. For those that attended
the night, keep an eye on GRSA’s Facebook page. Our photo booth was very
popular feature on the night and we will upload some of these photos as soon as we
receive them.
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Twitter - @TheDogsSA
For those that aren’t following our
tipster on Twitter, now is the time to
join in on the fun.
Our expert tipster tweeter is on fire
having loads of success of late,
including a $11 winner on Monday
Night. If you aren’t active on Twitter
but want to take note of these
hot tips, tune in to 5AA Thursday
Evenings from 6pm to 7pm to hear
the tips of the night.

GAP NEWS

MEET OUR NEW
GAP STAFF MEMBER

HELEN HUGHES
Role at GAP SA: Supervisor
Previous Work Experience: Project
Manager for Maggie Beer Products &
4 years at Guide Dogs SA/NT in many
roles, but last 2 years as Community
Development Coordinator, recruiting
and managing 350 volunteers;
organising all community events,
statewide; managing the collection
dog program, statewide; managing
trusts and grants for the company.

We are pleased to advise that Helen Hughes has been
appointed to the position of GAP SA Supervisor.
Helen has previously worked for Guide Dogs SA,
experience which has already provided benefits within the
GAP SA program in the weeks since she joined the team.
We congratulate Helen on this appointment and if you are
a foster carer or volunteer, she looks forward to meeting
you in due course.

What do you love about
greyhounds: Their affectionate and
inquisitive nature. I just love sitting
at my desk with a greyhound sitting
under my arm cuddling
Most rewarding part of your job:
The warm and fuzzy feeling when
a dog is adopted and finds their
forever home.
Hobbies outside of work: Walking
friends dogs, swimming, visiting
wineries with friends

Visit gapsa.org.au or call 8243 7124 for more information
In the deepest, darkest recesses of the
McQueens kitchen a project was born to create
a nuclear-infused burger that was the most
explosive tasting burger ever!
The patty was cooked to perfection inside a special
Nuclear oven but it also glowed an odd green colour
and noone wanted to touch it! They had made a
huge mistake. Someone had to eat this monstrousity
however, as too much money had been put into the
project! The responsibility was placed upon kitchenhand Mack, who everyone voted had the gut
best placed to handle the experiment. In a sealed
chamber, Mack began eating and despite its horrid
look, the burger did indeed taste amazing! Mack
couldn’t stop until every last crumb was eaten! But
then he felt odd. He didn’t feel full at all despite
consuming a 5th of his body weight in burger.
Mack wanted more! His appetite had morphed
into an unsatiable monster! Mack had become
BURGER-BOY! His sole aim - to eat every thing on
the McQueens 100 Burger menu! Its not world
domination but at least he has goals.
And so began 'The Adventures of Burger-Boy'!

Look for Burger-Boy on

#adventuresofburgerboy
#100burgers #mcqueensburgerconquest
#trythemall #whataguts
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TRIALS
ANGLE PARK

ANGLE PARK QUALIFYING TRIALS
– NOW WEEKLY
Angle Park Qualifying Trials will now be run weekly on
Tuesday night, for the corresponding Monday APM
meeting and the Wednesday APD meeting. Trainers
must be specific on their nominations about which day
they are trialling for and what distance. (ie Wed 388m,
Mon 515, Mon 600m etc). Tuesday Angle Park Qualifying
dates are:

POLICY FOR TRIALS IN PLACE
Remember trials will only be taken from –
* 12.30pm Monday for Angle Park Tuesday nights
* 12.30pm Tuesday for Gawler Wednesday nights
* 12.30pm Thursday for Strathalbyn Friday nights
* 12.30pm Thursday for Angle Park Saturday morning (day
earlier due to being morning trials)
* For Public Holidays it will be the working day before ie if
Monday is a Public Holiday then bookings taken on the Friday
*trial days that are not booked in with GRSA remain the
same process (ie Gawler Thursday)*

POLICY FOR TRIALLING AT
ANGLE PARK AND GAWLER BEFORE
THE RACE MEETING

February 21st (for APM meeting on 27th February – for
APD Wednesday on 1st March)

RACE MEETING TRIAL POLICY
Angle Park Monday & Wednesday along with Gawler Tuesday,
Friday and Sunday.

February 28th (No Qualys for APM meeting on 6th March
– for APD Wednesday on 8th March)

Two fields from the boxes with a maximum of four (4)
greyhounds will be conducted immediately following the
completion of the kennelling procedure for the Race Meeting.

March 7th (for APM meeting on 13th March – for APD
Wednesday on 15th March)

The following lists the order in which greyhounds will be
selected in the event if more than 8 greyhounds nominated.
1.

Reserves at the Meeting that do not obtain starts.

2.

March 21st (for APM meeting on 27th March – No Qualys
for APD Wednesday on 29th March)

Trainers that have greyhounds engaged and are located in
an area affected by track closures.

3.

Trainers that have greyhounds engaged.

Nominations close with GRSA at 12.30pm on the
Tuesday of the meeting.

4.

Satisfactory trials.

5.

Other greyhounds.

March 14th (for APM meeting on 20th March – for APD
Wednesday on 22nd March)

NOMINATING ONLINE FOR QUALIFYING TRIALS
For Angle Park, Gawler and Strathalbyn qualifying trials the
nominations must be lodged with GRSA by 12.30pm on
the day of the meeting. To nominate online however you
can only do this up until 11.59pm the day before. Due to a
system security policy you cannot nominate on the day for
these trials online. Please contact our staff if you have any
issues with these nominations prior to them closing.
SINGLE TRIALS
A reminder to trainers that single trials can be booked with
two greyhounds however you need to advise when booking
of your intention to do this. If you wish to put three or more
into this trial then a field trial will have to be booked.
BOOKING NUMBER FOR TRIALS
Participants wishing to book trials are required to ring
8243 7172, this phone line will only be used for trial
bookings and will queue participants. By having this one
number with participants queuing makes this process to be
a more efficient way of booking trials.
There will be NO trials accepted through the normal
administration number. To be fair to everyone GRSA will
only accept bookings using the new number.
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PROCEDURE/CRITERIA
1.

For Monday nights trainer to contact GRSA between
10.00am and 11.00am on the Monday to nominate.
Should the Monday be a public holiday bookings are to be
made between 8am and 9am on the scratching line.

2.

For Angle Park Wednesday, Gawler Tuesday & Friday
trainer to contact GRSA between 4.00pm and 4.30pm on
the day before.

3.

For Gawler Sunday trainer to contact GRSA between
8.00am and 9.00am on the scratching line to nominate.

4.

Other than reserve greyhounds Trainers will be restricted
to trialling one (1) greyhound unless nominations determine
otherwise.

5.

Stewards allot the Box for the Greyhound.

6.

Trials will be 515m & 531m in distance as first preference.
Other distances considered depending on nominations.

7.

Greyhounds currently under suspension or not cleared
to race are not eligible to be nominated (these trials
are conducted as if they are at a race meeting so all
greyhounds need to be eligible at nomination time).

8.

Greyhound registration certificate or cards must be
produced at kennelling time.

9.

Trainers with other greyhounds engaged can utilize the
extra kennel space until such time they are ready to leave
OR trainers with no other greyhounds will be free to leave
following their trial.

If there are 12 races at Angle Park or Gawler there will be
NO trials.
The Vet Clinic at these meetings cannot be used to
accommodate any greyhounds to allow for extra trialling
greyhounds. This policy has been introduced so that
participants book in under the policy. The Vet Clinic needs to
be available for the Vet and Stewards at race meetings
EXCEPTIONS TO THIS POLICY–
•

•

Thursday nights are kept available for the option for
Interstate greyhounds to solo trial in a lead up to our Group
races and also local greyhound’s trialling for Group racing
interstate.
Local greyhounds will be allowed to solo trial in a lead up
to a feature race upon request and they will take one of
the eight kennels available for trialling ahead of the policy
and sit separately to the 4 dog trials. Feature races are
considered to be – Adelaide Cup, Gawler Cup, Oaks,
Derby, Howard Ashton, Brian Johnstone, SA Sprint, SA
Distance Championship, SA Anniversary Cup, SA Country
Cup, National Finals & any Group race Interstate.

MOUNT GAMBIER
The Mt Gambier GRC committee advises that
satisfactory trials can be run in the summer months
under the criteria below.
1. On race days when there are less than 12 races.
2. On race days with 12 races when the temperature is
30 degrees or less trial can be run before the first race
but greyhounds must leave the track straight after the
trial to head back to their home kennel.
3. On a Saturday trial session when stewards
are available.
These trials will have to be booked in with GRSA in
consultation with the Mt Gambier GRC.

STRATHALBYN
Strathalbyn trialling dates
The following dates are for the next trial sessions -

•

Local greyhounds will be allowed to trial on a race night,
where they are in preparation for a feature event and
nominated for a meeting and the race does not stand up.
This will include all distances and also take precedence
over the policy.

Friday 24th February (qualifying trials)
Wednesday 1st March
Friday 10th March (qualifying trials)
Wednesday 15th March
Friday 24th March
Wednesday 29th March

•

If a greyhound qualifies for a feature final and requires a
trial in between this will be conducted as a solo trial and sit
separately to the 2 four dog trials.

Trials are held every Friday when we are NOT racing on
that Friday.

It is extremely important that trainers book in to trial at these
race meetings. If unable to book in at these times then please
contact GRSA where permission may be given to accept a
booking outside of these times. .

Qualifying trials to follow the week after first race meeting
for the month.

GAWLER

We will allow for trials, following race meetings with a
maximum of 8 (to be kennelled at kennelling time into
race block 11.) These needs to be rang through to Tony
Rasmussen or Renee Eastwood from the Club, (following
eligibility guidelines agreed with by GRSA.)

QUALIFYING TRIALS AT GAWLER

**Please note if there are 11 races on the program then
there will be No trials during the race meeting**

Qualifying trials are held every Wednesday for the
corresponding Tuesday.

Friday Nights –
•

Early Trials – Grabs only starting at 5.15pm to 6.15pm

MURRAY BRIDGE

•

Pen Trials 6.30pm until completion

•

Field Trials followed by Single Trials from each distance
starting at 536m to 416m to 319m

Trials are held on SUNDAY MORNINGS, from 9am to
10.30 am. Bookings MUST be sent via Telephone to Kay
Burns 0437 497 554 or Bob Harris 0410 668 682 or email
to burnsron1@bigpond.com. If there are no bookings there
will be no trials.

•

At conclusion of 319m Pen Trials late Grab Trials will
commence starting from 319m to 416m to 536m

Friday Nights with Qualifying Trials –
When Qualy Trials are conducted in conjunction with
Satisfactory Trials the Satisfactorys are first followed by the
Qualys Trials starting at 6.30pm.
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SA BRED
UPDATE
SA BRED WINNERS
These winners all receive a $100 base payment divided
equally between the Owner & Breeder.
Then a monthly payment to the Owner & Breeder will be
determined by the number of SA Bred wins at all Sky
Racing meetings in South Australia for the month.
Monthly Payment January Final:
All Sky Meetings:
SA Bred Pool: $30,000
January Wins: 135 (31 meetings)
Meeting Average: 4.35
January Monthly Wins: 135 wins (31 meetings)
Final Payment for January
$100 x 135 (divided between Owner & Breeder)
$70.16 x 135 (Monthly payment for Breeder)
$70.16 x 135 (Monthly payment for Owner)

Greyhound

Owner

Breeder

ANGLE PARK Wednesday 11th January		
Seattle Suzy
Slipper's Lane
April's Pearlah
Bekalia's Flyer
Speed Axle
Hot Stelios
Gangalla Fury
Todd Bless
No Thru Road

A Milligan
Dog On It Syndicate
B Jones
B Jones
S Brook
S Brook
M Doyle
M Doyle
R Stasiak
B Stewart
S Meimetis
A Meimetis
Gangalla Park
T Cattermole
Syndicate
The Kelly Gang Syndicate
R Kelly
T Hinrichsen
L Rasmussen

ANGLE PARK Thursday 12th January		
Lightning Lola
Worm Burner
Marlow Brown
Molly Dobbs

J Mundy
C Butcher
Riff Raff Syndicate
Rovers Return
Syndicate

J Mundy
A Mcculloch
K Bearpark
L Sermon

STRATHALBYN Friday 13th January		
Menzies
Singin' Hawke
Petite Belle
Back Up Tiger

D Dicicco
R Harris
T Hinrichsen
T Hinrichsen

O Chegia
R Harris
A Louca
T Hinrichsen

GAWLER Sunday 15th January		
Long Gully Leo
Aston Fabio
Long Gully Helen
Oh No Beta
Cyril Beast
Elite Chaos
Velocity Lilly

P Hearnden
R Murray
P Hearnden
J Caddy
T Rawlings
C Boston
Velocity Lodge Syn
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P Hearnden
T Murray
P Hearnden
J Caddy
T Rawlings
T Rawlings
Velocity Lodge Syn

Greyhound

Owner

Breeder

MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 15th January		
Gemma Eagle
Another Rouse

A Williams
B Shepheard

A Williams
B Shepheard

ANGLE PARK Monday 16th January 		
Kyani
Lizard Spock
Long Gully Gilly

J Ceravolo
K Johnstone
P Hearnden

J Ceravolo
B Gottschutzke
P Hearnden

GAWLER Tuesday 17th January		
Long Gully Josh
On Fire
Purpose Driven
Garry Mcbain
Chopsticks
Todd Bless

P Hearnden
C Butcher
C Butcher
The Kelly Gang Syn
C Butcher
The Kelly Gang Syn

P Hearnden
C Butcher
C Butcher
T Kelly
C Butcher
R Kelly

ANGLE PARK Wednesday 18th January		
Little Bung
Ima Bogan
Ten Pin Cam
Ganaglla Fury

D Male
Riff Raff Syn
S Brook
Gangalla Park Syn

L Carter
K Bearpark
S Brook
T Cattermole

MOUNT GAMBIER Friday 20th January		
Another Mai
Galactic Viper

D Turner
B Shepheard

D Turner
R Chuck

MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 20th January		
Scorpion
Gemma Eagle

S Bartholomew
A Wiliams

R Chuck
A Williams

GAWLER Sunday 22nd January 		
Fully Fried
I'M Zoolander
Crunchin Numbers
Oh No Beta
Full Bogan
Windmill Haze
Tarkeah
Matt's Boy

The Kelly Gang Syn
K Trowbridge
D Stuppos
J Caddy
Riff Raff Syn
K Gill
T Cattermole
M Head

R Kelly
M Trowbridge
T Rawlings
J Caddy
K Bearpark
K Bearpark
T Cattermole
R Pearce

MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 22nd January		
Scorpion
Gemma Eagle

S Bartholomew
A Williams

R Chuck
A Williams

ANGLE PARK Monday 23rd January		
It's No Myth
Bakalia's Girl
Mclaren Magic
Chatterbox
Deed

The Kelly Gang Syn
M Doyle
T Foster
M Payne
Riff Raff Syn

R Kelly
M Doyle
H Foster
N Payne
K Bearpark

GAWLER Tuesday 24th January		
Just Got 'Em
Long Gully Josh
Marcy Mclaren
Falcon Ute
Aston Fabio
Alhanna

T Mccallum
P Hearnden
D Foster
Riff Raff Syn
R Borda
A Modra

T Davey
P Hearnden
T Foster
K Bearpark
T Murray
A Modra

		

Greyhound

Owner		

Breeder

Greyhound

Owner		

Breeder

ANGLE PARK Wednesday 25 January		

MOUNT GAMBIER Friday 3 February		

Hot Arabina
Master Marlow
Miss Gambino
Aussie Steel
Betty's Hotpot

Uptown Man
Lady Shannah

S Meimetis
K Burnett
B Sita
D Stuppos
L Sermon

A Meimetis
D Decrea
L Carter
T Rawlings
L Sermon

ANGLE PARK Thursday 26 January		
Fabregal
Gun McBain
Worm Burner
Springvale Bryne
Purpose Driven
Gangalla Fury

T McCallum
The Kelly Gang Syn
C Butcher
G Harris
C Butcher
Gangalla Park Syn

T Davey
T Kelly
A McCulloch
A McCulloch
C Butcher
T Cattermole

B Murphy
D Nunn

B Murphy
D Nunn

GAWLER Sunday 5 February		
Waltharius
Stop Start Go
Whackin' Theo
Mr. Ignition
Matt's Boy

Riff Raff Syn
R Isaacson
Black Magic Syn
D Frith
M Head

K Bearpark
R Isaacson
C Scott
R Wilson
R Pearce

ANGLE PARK Monday 6 February		
My Boy Tyler
Scottish Thistle

R Gaspari
D Steward

L Stewart
Eagles Bar Syn

STRATHALBYN Friday 27 January		

ANGLE PARK Tuesday 7 February		

Springvale Paris
No Thru Road
Menzel Boys
Matt's Boy

Long Gully Ella
Aston Hinkley
Back Up Tiger
All's Well
Lonely Cowboy
No Thru Road
Bathurst Bogan

B Wudarczyk
T Hinrichsen
T Hinrichsen
M Head

B Wudarczyk
L Rasmussen
T Hinrichsen
R Pearce

MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 29 January		
Penny Eagle
Gentle Moment
Future Past

A Williams
M Robinson
B Priest

A Williams
T Price
P Oliver

GAWLER Sunday 29 January		
Best In Red
Victa Matt
Mr. Ignition

R Maruszczyk
R Schadow
D Frith

R Maruszczyk
J Schadow
R Wilson

ANGLE PARK Monday 30 January		
Bekalia's Girl
Gun McBain
Purpose Driven
Elisha's Delight
Chopsticks

M Doyle
The Kelly Gang Syn
C Butcher
L Carter
C Butcher

M Doyle
T Kelly
C Butcher
L Carter
C Butcher

P Hearnden
R Borda
T Hinrichsen
T McCallum
C Scott
T Hinrichsen
Riff Raff Syn

P Hearnden
C Butcher
T Hinrichsen
N Hughes
C Scott
L Rasmussen
K Bearpark

STRATHALBYN Friday 10 February		
Woodside Zorro
Hot Stelios

G Smith
S Meimetis

G Smith
A Meimetis

MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 12th February		
Lady Shannah
Slipper's Chance

D Nunn
B Jones

D Nunn
B Jones

GAWLER Sunday 12th February 		
Raloo Barbara
Long Gully Karen
Waltharius
Sophie Tyson

P Kelly
K Gill
Riff Raff Syn
T Lagana

J Wilson
P Hearnden
K Bearpark
T Lagana

GAWLER Tuesday 31 January		

ANGLE PARK Monday 13th February		

Libby Raider
Long Gully Helen
Windmill Haze
Full Bogan
Sheez Stunning
Elite Chaos
Penny Maker

Bathtub Teddy
Todd Bless

P Hearnden
P Hearnden
K Gill
Riff Raff Synd
R Pearce
C Boston
C Butcher

P Hearnden
P Hearnden
K Bearpark
K Bearpark
R Pearce
T Rawlings
C Butcher

D Stuppos
Y Maxwell
The Kelly Gang Syn R Kelly

GAWLER Tuesday 14th February		
Boganville
Victa Ollie
Long Gully Leo

Riff Raff Syn
R Schadow
P Hearnden

K Bearpark
J Schadow
P Hearnden

ANGLE PARK Wednesday 1 February		
Merindah
Long Gully Leo
Gangalla Fury
Brett's Magic
Bathtub Teddy
Slipper's Wish

C Costa
P Hearnden
Gangalla Park Syn
D Dicicco
D Stuppos
B Jones

C Costa
P Hearnden
T Cattermole
O Chegia
Y Maxwell
B Jones

ANGLE PARK Thursday 2 February		
Regal Looper
Wheel Spinner
Springvale Bryne

C Butcher
B Gottschutzke
G Harris

A McCulloch
B Gottschutzke
A McCulloch
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LEADING STATISTICS
1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER 2016
Trainer - TAB
Tony Rasmussen
Wendy Matcott
Lisa Rasmussen
Cameron Butcher
Ben Rawlings
Todd Kelly
Kim Johnstone
Tracie Price
Donald Turner
Troy Murray

145
132
130
126
116
87
84
83
78
76

Trainer - Non TAB
Donald Turner
Con Haagmans
Kevin Bewley
Raymond Burgess
Gary Pidgeon
Scott Feltus
Kelvin Scott
Graham Brown
Roger Harris
Yvonne Maxwell

18
12
10
9
8
7
6
5
5
5

Stud Dog
Magic Sprite
Lochinvar Marlow
Spring Gun
Fabregas
Cosmic Rumble
Collision
Kinloch Brae
Bekim Bale
Barcia Bale
Oaks Road

277
231
159
157
150
143
141
132
129
123

SA Stud Dog
Falcon
All Is Cool
Uncle Remus
Satanic Cash
Silver Saul
Kalden Komoto
Dustnado
Fire Tyson
Brute Bernard

54
23
20
11
10
9
3
2
1

Gawler
Track Star Award
(1 January 2016 to 31 December 2016)

Leading Greyhound
Fabregal
Emerley Avenue
Il Signo
Alhanna
Emerley Dryad
Sutton Steele
Molly Mcbain
Dante's Spirit
Lapland
Sheez Stunning

1st
13
10
9
8
7
6
6
6
6
6

2nd
0
2
5
1
6
5
4
4
3
3

3rd
0
2
1
3
3
4
5
4
2
2

SA Brood Bitch
Little Looper
Flame McBain
Allinga Aye Jay
Mighty Chaos
Clinga
Hope's Up
Liza Brown
Who Wot Where
Emerley Belle
Boganesque
Fighting Fury

74
53
51
48
46
43
35
35
33
32
32

SA Breeder
Alan McCulloch
Cameron Butcher
Todd Kelly
Trevor Davey
Tanya Rawlings
Steven Brook
Judith Hurley
Kirin Corby
Richard Pearce
Renata Maruszczyk

191
138
125
97
97
68
66
56
53
51

IF YOU BEAT
25 MINUTES

IT’S FREE!
Take on the challenge today!

1 JANUARY TO 31 JANUARY 2017
Trainer - TAB
Tony Rasmussen
Ben Rawlings
Cameron Butcher
Paula Hearnden
Tony Hinrichsen
Kim Johnstone
Troy Murray
Petar Jovanovic
Todd Kelly
Robyn MacKellar
Lisa Rasmussen

15
14
12
12
10
10
10
8
8
8
8

Stud Dog
Barcia Bale
Lochinvar Marlow
Bekim Bale
Collision
Fabregas
Dyna Tron
Kc And All
Magic Sprite
Premier Fantasy

30
23
22
13
13
12
11
11
11

SA Stud Dog
Falcon
Kalden Komoto
Fire Tyson
Silver Saul

4
3
1
1

SA Brood Bitch
Long Gully Libby
Alana Blues
Mighty Chaos
Dream Choice
Boganesque
Hilltop Snow
Megastar Supreme

11
9
6
5
4
4
4

WHELPINGS

SA Breeder
Cameron Butcher
Paula Hearnden
Alan McCulloch
Raye Kelly
Oswald Chegia
Brendan Gottschutzke
Todd Kelly
Tanya Rawlings
Tina Cattermole

DECEMBER 2016

Breeding				Whelping Date

Offspring		Breeder

Cosmic Rumble - Cee Me Burst		

17 December		

4 Dogs, 4 Bitches

Tracie Price

Kinloch Brae - Footluce Diva		

10 December		

5 Dogs, 4 Bitches

Melissa Trowbridge

I’ve crunched
the numbers and
yes, I’m perfectly
affordable!

24
18
9
8
7
7
7
7
6

GAP SA greyhounds are
now even more affordable
at only $150.
Each greyhound is adopted
with: Collar, Lead,
Winter Jacket, Desexed,
C5 Vaccinated,
Vet Checked, Wormed
and Microchipped.

gapsa.org.au
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NOMINATION DETAILS

JOOF TKHEE

Nomination details for meetings from 17th January until 20th February:

Date				Track			Total Nominations
Tuesday 17 January		Gawler			122
Wednesday 18 January		
Angle Park		
161
Thursday 19 January		
Angle Park		
99
Friday 20 January		
Mount Gambier		
117
Sunday 22 January		Gawler			143
Sunday 22 January		
Mount Gambier		
91
Monday 23 January		
Angle Park		
107
Tuesday 24 January		Gawler			112
Wednesday 25 January		
Angle Park		
121
Thursday 26 January		
Angle Park		
116
Friday 27 January		
Strathalbyn		
115
Sunday 29 January		
Mount Gambier		
172
Sunday 29 January		Gawler			94
Monday 30 January		
Angle Park		
125
Tuesday 31 January		Gawler			130
Wednesday 1 February		
Angle Park		
152
Thursday 2 February		
Angle Park		
108
Friday 3 February			
Mount Gambier		
173
Saturday 4 February		
Port Augusta		
61
Sunday 5 February		Gawler			131
Monday 6 February		
Angle Park		
117
Tuesday 7 February		Gawler			121
Wednesday 8 February		
Angle Park		
115
Thursday 8 February		
Angle Park		
98
Friday 10 February		
Strathalbyn		
100
Sunday 12 February		
Mount Gambier		
155
Sunday 12 February		Gawler			115
Monday 13 February		
Angle Park		
104
Tuesday 14 February		Gawler			138
Wednesday 15 February		
Angle Park		
144
Thursday 16 February		
Angle Park		
125
Friday 17 February		
Strathalbyn		
95
Sunday 19 February		
Mount Gambier		
131
Sunday 19 February		Gawler			107
Monday 20 February		
Angle Park		
101

Get Social!

MONTH

!

Why did the A go to the
bathroom and come out
as an E?
Because he had a vowel
movement.
What's the difference
between a poorly
dressed man on a
tricycle and a well
dressed man on a
bicycle?
Attire.

DON'T JUDGE
EACH DAY BY
THE HARVEST
YOU REAP BUT
BY THE SEEDS
THAT YOU PLANT.

Beyond the popular Facebook pages for Greyhound Racing SA and GAP SA,
did you know that we have the following social media profiles:

GRSA Registered Participants Closed Group
This is strictly only for registered participants with information posted relevant
to SA participants on industry matters. You must request to join the closed
group via Facebook. Currently we have 177 members and growing.
@TheDogsSA
Follow The DogsSA on twitter for the hottest tips and latest punting
information on the SA greyhounds.
Instagram
GAP SA is now on instagram and our fan base is growing every day (currently
at 363)! Be sure to follow gapsouthaus for an insider’s look into program.
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ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
Author

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIEDS

ADVERTISE IN KENNEL CAPERS
SA REARING – CALOMBA

•

Meat & kibble diet
• 100m exercise yards
Limited kennel spaces at the moment

For fees and further information please contact:

Leanne on 0408 478 371 or
Paul on 0402 287 231

ADOPT A
GREYHOUND SHIRTS

Full Page - $50/Month
Half Page - $25/Month
Classifed Ad - $10/Month
92mm x 60mm

ANGLE PARK VET SURGERY
OPEN EVERY TUESDAY

Current vacancies for rearing and pre-training
•

ADVERTISING RATES

The Angle Park Vet Surgery is open on Tuesday’s from 10am
right through until the completion of the trials. Dr Greg Moore,
whom also works out of the Blakes Crossing Veterinary Surgery
during the remainder of the week, will be available oncourse
every Tuesday to provide this service to the Industry.
To assist with the planning of his day it would be appreciated
if you could contact Greg via email at gregmoore.vet@hotmail.
com, sms or leave a message on 0438 169 316 so that he can
organise his appointments. All requests for appointments will
be responded to within 24 hours.
Should you be attending the Vet Surgery on a hot day you will
have access to the Surgery via the electric gate adjacent to
McQueens, it will be necessary for you to press the intercom
button and advise the staff member that you require access to
the Vet Surgery.

GAP has new Adopt a
Greyhound T-Shirts available!
They are 100% cotton and
cost $22 each.
Purchase from the GAP office, or online
at youmesixweeks.com.au.
ADVERTISING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
We will be happy to negotiate a price for people wishing
to run adverts for an extended period. If we have not
received the prescribed fee then the advertisements will
be held over until we receive payment.
When advertising in Kennel Capers be mindful that once
the booking time frame has expired the advertisement
will be removed. If you wish to continue please contact
Caralyn Fielden at GRSA.

See our vests! Red Vests Available
Participants are able to purchase their very own red vests for $20 however
GRSA will always have some available. These vests look very smart and come
up particularly well on Sky Racing promoting SA Racing so with that in mind the
long parade coats have been phased out of action with participants required to
have a black or navy jumper available to be worn under the vests.
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GRSA Online Trial Booking System FAQs
How do I register an
account to book public
trials online?

Visit www.trialbooker.com, click on the
“register an account” link and fill in the
appropriate details.

Field Trials

Existing field trials will appear in each
block. To book a dog in an existing
field trial simply click the Book 1/2/3
button.

How do I book a specific
trial online?
To book 5 trials, click Book 5:

As soon as you have pressed the Book
button, those trials are booked and
yours to keep. You then customise the
distance, number of dogs, and type for
each trial, and confirm them.

If there are no available field trials of
the distance and type you require then
feel free to create one yourself. Simply
book a slot as-per-normal and select
Maiden Field or Performed Field, as
shown below.

Note: booking a dog or several dogs in
a field trial counts as 1 trial towards
your 6 trial maximum.
To review your bookings, return to the
Home page:

When do trial bookings
commence each week?

Bookings for the Tuesday session
commence at 12:30 PM every Monday
afternoon (henceforth known as
“booking opening time”).
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Is there a limit to how many
trials I can book online?
Yes: 6. If you wish to reserve more
than 6 trials a session then you must
phone the office as per normal. For
example, in the screenshot below, it
indicates that you can book 4 more
trials using TrialBooker without
phoning.

Can I book trials for other
licensees?

No—under no circumstances may you
book trials for anyone other than
yourself using TrialBooker. Dogs must
be brought in and paid for by the
person whose name they were booked
under. If you wish to share a non-field
trial with another trainer you must book
over the phone.

How can I book a trial if I
don’t have access to a
computer?
Why am I limited to 6 trials?

You can still book trials by calling the
office after booking opening time.

In short: to prevent abuse of the
system. To book more phone the office
after booking opening time.

Can I cancel a trial booking
online?
Yes: Press the X button and confirm.

Will I receive a confirmation
to confirm my online trial
booking?

Your trials are reserved for you as
soon as you press the “Book 5” button
(or “Book 1” or whichever it may be).
You must then confirm the details of
those trials (distance, number of dogs
etc.). There will be a summary of your
bookings in each session on the Home
page.
Page 2 of 2
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SCHEDULE OF FEES
SCHEDULE OF FEES
(From 1 October, 2016)

FROM OCTOBER 1 2016

Registration as Owner
Registration as Attendant (14-16 years)
Registration as Owner / Attendant
Registration as Owner / Trainer
Registration as Public Owner / Trainer
Registration as Breeder
Notice of Service
Registration of Litter
Transfer of Ownership
Lease Agreement
Syndicate Application
Application to Name (SA)
Duplicate Greyhound Card
Duplicate Licence Card
Duplicate Weight Card
Duplicate Naming Form
DNA Fees - Brood Bitch (Apply through GA - $90 rebate in SA)
Stud Dog Registration (Apply through GA including DNA - $400 rebate in SA)
Rule Book
June Whyte Training Book
Stud Book (apply through GA)
Kennel Capers Subscription (Annual)
Appeal Fee ($150 Non-refundable)
Angle Park and Gawler DVD - Full Meeting (DVD $4.00 extra)
Angle Park and Gawler DVD - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)
AGRC Member - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)
Club Member - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)

FEE
GST inc.
No Fee
$10.00
Yes
$20.00
Yes
$30.00
Yes
$50.00
Yes
$25.00
Yes
$20.00
Yes
$44.00
Yes
$20.00
Yes
$20.00
Yes
No Fee
$50.00
Yes
$15.00
Yes
$15.00
Yes
$15.00
Yes
$15.00
Yes
$175.00
Yes
$1,250.00
Yes
$15.00
Yes
Free
$80.00
Yes
$50.00
Yes
$500.00
No
$33.00
Yes
$20.00
Yes
$12.00
$13.00
Yes

TRIAL FEES
Angle Park
Singles, and Handslips
$7.00
Qualifying, Proven, Unproven, Satisfactory & Field
$7.00
Full Fields of 4
$14.00
Single with 2 dogs together
$10.00
Note: Club Members receive a $1 discount & AGRC Members receive a $2 discount off trials

Gawler
Qualifying, Proven, Unproven, Satisfactory & Field
Singles, and Handslips
Single with 2 dogs together
Gawler Thursday
Singles
Single with 2 dogs together
Note: Gawler Members receive a $1 discount off all trials
Interstate Form (All states)
Angle Park (Local meeting only)
Gawler

RACE BOOKS

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

$7.00
$7.00
$10.00

Yes
Yes
Yes

$7.00
$10.00

Yes
Yes

$2.50
$3.00
$3.00

Yes
Yes
Yes

7-Jan-17
21-Feb-17
Saturday
Tuesday
8-Jan-17
Sunday
22-Feb-17

28-Feb-17
Tuesday
15-Jan-17
Sunday

13-Jan-17
Friday
27-Feb-17
15-Jan-17
Monday
Sunday

26-Feb-17
Sunday
12-Jan-17
Thursday

24-Feb-17
11-Jan-17
Friday
Wednesday

10-Jan-17
23-Feb-17
Tuesday
Thursday

Wednesday
9-Jan-17
(TG)
Monday

Port Augusta
Gawler
Twilight
(Day-TAB)
Country
Prov1
Gawler
(Night-TAB)
Angle
Park
Prov2
(Day-TAB)
Angle Park
Prov2
(Night-TAB)
City B

(Night-TAB)
Prov2

Prov2
Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Gawler
Prov1

Prov2
Angle
Park
(Night-TAB)
Mt Gambier
City B
(Day-TAB)

Angle
Park
Gawler
(Night-TAB)
(Day-TAB)
City
A
Prov1
Mt Gambier
Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Prov2
Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Angle Park
Prov2
(Night-TAB)
Gawler
City A
(Night-TAB)
Strathalbyn
Prov2
(Day-TAB)

(Night-TAB)
City B

6-Jan-17
Friday
20-Feb-17
Monday

Angle
Park
Mt
Gambier
(Night-TAB)
(Day-TAB)
City A
Prov2

Strathalbyn
Gawler
(Day-TAB)
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Prov1
Gawler
Angle
Park
(Night-TAB)
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Prov2

City B

Prov2
Angle
Park
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
(Night-TAB)
City A

Prov1
Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
Gawler
Prov2
(Night-TAB)

Mt Gambier
Gawler
(Day-TAB)
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

TRACK

Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Angle
Park
Prov2

5-Jan-17
Thursday

4-Jan-17
19-Feb-17
Wednesday
Sunday

17-Feb-17
3-Jan-17
Friday
Tuesday

16-Feb-17
2-Jan-17
Thursday
Monday

15-Feb-17
Wednesday

DATE
1-Jan-17
14-Feb-17
Sunday
Tuesday

January ––17
February
2017
DATE
TRACK

$860 Maiden Final – 400m (Heats 23/12/16)

$860 Heats Grade 5 – 400m (Final 22/1/17)
$785 Heats Winning Formula Maiden – 400m (Final 22/1/17)

$1,130 Heat Queens of Strathalbyn Feature – 536m (Bitches only Non Penalty. Special Event. First 4 in final against
Kings on 10/2/17)
$860 Heats Restricted Wins Series – 319m (Restricted to greyhounds 1–3 wins only. Non Penalty. Final 27/1/17)
$1,445
Heats Winning Formula February Juvenile – 515m (Final Monday (6/3/17)
PATHWAY RACING MEETING Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for these races.
$1,355
Gr.5
Final –515m
N/P)
Trainers Monday
must advise
No Pathway
if they (Hts
do not20/2/17–Final
want to be considered)
$1,540
Open
Final
– 515m
(Heats
20/2/17)
$1,500 Final
ValMaiden
& Col Sims
Memorial
Open
Maiden
– 512m (Heats 6/1/17)
$2,100 Laser Electrical
5 Final –Flattened
512m (Heats
6/1/17) (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for
PATHWAY
RACINGGrade
MEETING
Stakes–
$860 Grade
5 Masters
Stake
- 400m
(ForNo
greyhounds
3½if yo
or over
at time
of nom
- must
have raced previous 6
these
races.
Trainers
must
advise
Pathway
they
do not
want
to be
considered)
months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)
$1,990
Bitches
FFA
–
531m
(Non
Penalty)
$990 Restricted wins – 600m (0-4 wins only, Non Penalty)
$1,445
Grade
6 – 531m
(For
greyhounds
who have won 1 race or Maiden Heat and Final)
(Remainder
of program
subject
to nominations
received)

$865 Heats Produce Store Feature Maiden – 512m (Final 5/3/17)
$990
5 – 600m (Final 5/3/17)
$900 Heats
GradeGrade
6 – 515m
$1,025
Heats Formula
400(Maidens
Open – 400m
(Finalraced
5/3/17)
$945 Maiden/G6
– 600m
must have
or qualified over 500m or further)
(Remainder
of program
subject to
nominations
received)
PATHWAY RACING
MEETING
Flattened
Stakes–
(All eligible greyhounds will be considered for
$1,130
HeatsTrainers
2017 Classic
Bet Mount
Gambier ifCup
Open
512m
5/3/17)
these races.
must advise
No Pathway
they– do
not –want
to (Final
be considered)
(*Beat
The Grader
with
24/2/17.
If gaining a start Friday 24/2/17 you will be selected at the
(Preference
to 388m
asFriday
nominations
allow)
end
for Sunday
26/2/17)
$4,590
Heats SA
Sprint Championships (Listed Event)– 515m (Special conditions apply. $22,000
(Remainder
of program subject to nominations received)
Final 19/1/17)
$820 Grade 6 – 400m (For greyhounds who have won 1 race or Maiden Heat and Final)

$945 Maiden/G6 – 643m (Maidens must have raced or qualified over 500m or further)
Timed
Graded
Meeting
- “Worst
to Best”
rating. No High Grade (Grade 4 or higher will not be
$945 Grade
6 Final
– 536m
(Heats
1/1/17)
considered), Grades will be Maiden, Grade 6 and Grade 5 over any distance. Races – NonPenalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Races - Timed Graded going from Maidens to Grade 5’s. Each
$1,355will
Grade
5 Heats
(N/P)– 515m
(Must will
be be
AP determined
Thurs Grade
at Grader
time of nom.
grade
be graded
separately.
Reserves
by 5the
taking into account
$1,355
N/P Final
Mon
17/1/17)
the
suitability
for the
fields
drawn. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based
$1,355
Open
Maiden
Stake
–
515m
Grading” published conditions.
$1,355 SA
Juvenile/Maiden
$8,565
St. Leger Final– –515m
515m (For greyhounds whelped on or after 1/7/14. Heats – 8/2/17,
$1,355–Heats
Maiden – 531m (Final 17/1/17)
Semis
16/2/17)
$1,810 Masters Stake - FFA – 400m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have
raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)

(Remainder of program subject to nominations received)
Punters Club Floodlighting Cup - 447m - ($600 plus Trophy & Rug - $150 - $120)
$1,540
6 Final
– 531m
(Heats
14/2/17)
WhyallaGrade
Cup - 591m
- ($600
plus Trophy
& Rug
- $150 - $120)
$1,540
Maiden/G6
– 643m
(Maidens
$200 bonus
if trainer can
win both
features must have raced or qualified over 500m or further)
Other Maiden and graded races as nominations received - $500 - $140 - $110)

$995 SA Bred Grade 5 – 512m (Grade 6 are eligible but must be nominated to be considered)
$4,590
Feature
515m (Heats
29/12/16)
$910
SAGrade
Bred 4
Grade
5 – Final
400m–(Grade
6 are eligible
but must be nominated to be considered)
$860 Grade 5 Masters Stake - 400m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have
raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)
(Remainder
subject Open
to nominations
received)
$865 Heats Valof& program
Col Sims Memorial
Maiden – 512m
(Final 15/1/17)
$945 Heats
Laser Electrical
Grade
5 – 512m
15/1/17)
$1,355
Monday
Gr.5 Final
–515m
(Hts(Final
13/2/17–Final
N/P)
$990 Restricted wins – 600m (0-4 wins only, Non Penalty)
$1,355
Grade
5
Heats
(N/P)–
515m
(Must
be
AP
Thurs
Grade 5 at time of nom $1,355 N/P Final
Pathway Racing for Grade 5 greyhounds (Flattened Stakemoney - all eligible Grade 5 greyhounds will be considered
Mon
27/2/17)
for these races. Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do want to be considered – Grade 6 can be considered but
$1,355
Heats
Open Maiden – 515m (Final 27/2/17)
have to be
nominated)

PATHWAY RACING MEETING Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for these races.
Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)
(Preference to 388m as nominations allow)

PATHWAY
$900 Grade 6RACING
– 515m MEETING Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for
these
races.
Trainers
$990 Mix
6/5– 600m
(N/P)must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)

$1,540
Grade
5 Bitches
Only(Final
– 531m
$860
Heats
Grade
5 – 416m
3/3/17)
$1,810
Free For All –6 400m
(Grade 5 greyhounds must nominate for this event)
$900
Maiden/Grade
– 536m

$1,540 Open Maiden Final – 515m (Heats 26/12/16)
$1,355 Open Maiden Stake – 515m
PATHWAY RACING MEETING Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for these races.
Trainers
must advise
No–Pathway
if they do
not want to be considered)
$860
Grade
6 Final
319m (Heats
10/2/17)

$1,445
Heats
Grade
6 –(Heats
531m
(Final 21/217)
$945 Maiden
Final
– 512m
23/12/16)
$945 Grade
6 FinalStake
– 512m- (Heats
$1,810
Masters
FFA –23/12/16)
400m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have
$1,120 previous
Pathway Grade
5 Finalor
– 400m
23/12/16
raced
6 months
qualy(Heats
trialled
in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)
$860 Grade 5 Masters Stake - 400m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have raced previous 6
$1,540
Maiden/Grade 6 – 643m
months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)
$900
Grade 6 wins
– 515m
$990 Restricted
– 600m (0-4 wins only, Non Penalty)
$990
Mix 6/5–
600msubject
(N/P) to nominations received)
(Remainder
of program
(Preference
to 388m
as531m
nominations
allow)
$900 Heats Grade
6–
(Final 8/1/17)
$1,025 Mixed Masters Stake –400m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have
raced previous
6 months
qualy–trialled
that
time. 4yo and
higheronwill
Non
$4,590
Semi Finals
SA St.orLeger
515m in
(For
greyhounds
whelped
or have
after preference.
1/7/14. Heats
–
8/2/17,
Penalty)Final – 23/2/17)
$1,540 Juvenile
Feature
Final
– 515m(Heats
(Heats 26/12/16)
$4,590
Mixed 4/5
Final
– 600m
9/2/17)

FEATURES /HEATS
FEATURES /HEATS

1

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)
(Feat.)

(Feat.)

MAIDEN
MAIDEN
(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Juvenile
515m - 2,445

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

JUV-1/1/15
JUV-1/2/15
Oras
aslisted
listed
Or
Grade 5 – 400m
$1,500

GR.5
GR.5
SA(Feat.)
Owned

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Owned–Gr.5
400m - $1,500

$2,645
SA Owned
(Feat.)
Grade 6–515m

(Feat.)

SA Owned
Grade 5 –
400m $1,500

(Feat.)

SA Bred Grade 5 –
400m $1,500

(Feat.)
(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Owned –
Gr.5 515m
$1,545 SA Bred
$3,390
Grade 6 –
515m
(Feat.)
(Feat.)
(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.6
GR.6
(Feat.)
(Feat.)

SA Bred Grade 6 –
515m $2,645

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)
(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER
OTHER

Mix 6/5–
643m $1,640

Mix 3/4/5600m
$1,750
(Feat.)

Mixed – 600m
$4,990
Graded –
643m

(Feat.)
(Feat.)

Graded –
Grade 5 - 643m
600m
$1,640

FFA -600m
$2,120

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)
Mix 4/5600m
$1,750

Mixed-600m
$3,490

Mix
6/5 –
(Feat.)
643m $990
(N/P)

Mix 6/5–643m
$1,640 (N/P)

Grade 5-600m
$1,640

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

700+
700+

Mix -731m
$2,120

FFA-731m
$4,990

FFA-731m
$4,990

Mix6/5 N/P 731m $2,120

Mix 6/5-731m
$2,120

FFA-731m
$4,990

Thurs-23-Feb
Tues-10-Jan

Wed-22-Feb
Mon-9-Jan

Tues-21-Feb
Mon-9-Jan

Tues-21-Feb
Mon-9-Jan

Mon-20-Feb
Fri-6-Jan

Thurs-5-Jan
Mon-20-Feb

Fri-17-Feb
Wed-4-Jan

Wed-4-Jan

Tues-3-Jan
Thurs-16-Feb

Wed-15-Feb

Tues-3-Jan

Mon-13-Feb
Tues-3-Jan

Fri-30-Dec
Tues-14-Feb

Mon-13-Feb
Thurs-29-Dec

Mon-13-Feb
Thurs-29-Dec

Fri-10-Feb
Wed-28-Dec

Wed-28-Dec
Thurs-9-Feb

NOMS
NOMS
CLOSE
CLOSE

GRSA

FFA-731m
$4,990
Mix– 731m
$2,120

GRSA

600+
600+
(Feat.)
(Feat.)

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A
Strathalbyn
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Mt Gambier
(Day.TAB)
Prov2

2-Mar-17
Thursday

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City B

Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov1
Angle Park
(Day.-TAB)
Prov2

13-Mar-17
Monday

14-Mar-17
Tuesday

15-Mar-17
Wednesday

Gawler
(Night-TAB)
Prov2

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A
Mt. Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov1
Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

12-Mar-17
Sunday

10-Mar-17
Friday

9-Mar-17
Thursday

8-Mar-17
Wednesday

7-Mar-17
Tuesday

(TG)

6-Mar-17
Monday

5-Mar-17
Sunday

Gawler
(Night-TAB)
Prov2
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City B

Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

1-Mar-17
Wednesday

3-Mar-17
Friday

TRACK

DATE

March – 2017

$900 Grade 6 – 515m
$990 Mix 6/5– 600m (N/P)
(Preference to 388m as nominations allow)

$860 Winning Formula March Maiden Final – 388m (Heats Wed 8/3/17)

$1,810 Free For All – 400m

PATHWAY RACING MEETING Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for
these races. Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)
$1,355 Grade 5 Heats (N/P)– 515m (Must be AP Thurs Grade 5 at time of nom. $1,355 N/P Final
Mon 20/3/17)
$1,355 Open Maiden Stake – 515m
$1,355 Juvenile/Maiden – 515m

$945 Maiden/Grade 6 – 643m (Maidens must have raced or qualified over 500m or
further)

$860 Grade 5 Masters Stake - 400m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have
raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)
$990 Restricted wins – 600m (0-3 wins only, Non Penalty)
Pathway Racing for Grade 5 greyhounds (Flattened Stakemoney - all eligible Grade 5 greyhounds
will be considered for these races. Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do want to be
considered – Grade 6 can be considered but have to be nominated)
(Remainder of program subject to nominations received)

$945 Gambier Vets Feature Grade 5 Heats – 512m (Final 19/3/17)

$3,490 Mixed Masters Stake –515m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have
raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)

$1,540 Maiden/Grade 6 – 643m (Maidens must have raced or qualified over 500m
or further)
$1,415 SA Owned Grade 6 – 400m
$1,130 Heats 2017 Launching Pad – 515m (1-4 wins with no more than 28 starts.
Non Penalty. $4,590 N/P Final Thursday 16/3/17. Winner of final qualifies for
$410,000 Launching Pad series at Sandown with Heats 30/3/17, Semis 6/4/17,
$150,000 Final 13/4/17)
$785 Winning Formula March Maiden Heats – 388m (Heats only at this meeting –
Final Wed 15/3/17)
$3,190 Grade 5 Bitches only – 515m

“BEST TO WORST” Timed Graded Races - for Maidens, Grade 6 and Grade 5 events. Races will
be Time Graded so long as there are two or more races. Grade 4 and higher grades or single
races will be graded normally. Races will be normal penalty with normal prizemoney. Reserves for
Time Graded races will be determined by the Grader taking into account the suitability for the
fields drawn. There will be No Guarding for the Time Graded races.

$1,540 Winning Formula February Juvenile Final – 515m (Heats Monday 27/2/17)

$820 Juvenile – 400m
$860 Grade 5 Bitches Only – 400m

(Remainder of program subject to nominations received)

$1,025 Grade 5 Final – 416m (Heats 17/2/17)
$900 Patrons Mixed Cup 3/4/5 – 416m
$785 Heats Maiden – 416m (Final 17/3/17)
$10,000 2017 ClassicBet Mt Gambier Cup Open Final – 512m (Heats 26/2/17.
$2,000 Consolation for this race. Trainers must renominate)
$2,000 The Produce Store Maiden Feature Final – 512m (Heats 24/2/17)
$1,500 Formula 400 Open Final – 400m (Heats 24/2/17)
$2,000 Blue Lake 600 Feature Grade 5 Final – 600m (Heats 24/2/17.)

$2,445 Grade 6 Bitches only – 515m

$900 Grade 6 – 515m
$945 Maiden/G6 – 600m (Maidens must have raced or qualified over 500m or further)
PATHWAY RACING MEETING Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for
these races. Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)
(Preference to 388m as nominations allow)

FEATURES /HEATS

1

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

MAIDEN

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Or as listed

JUV-1/3/15

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

(Feat.)

SA Owned – G6
515m $1,545

SA Owned
Grade 6 – 515m
$2,645

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.6

SA Bred G5
400m - $1,500

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Bred-G5
515m-$3,390

GR.5

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

(Feat.)

Mix 4/5600m
$1,750

(Feat.)
Grade 5 643m $990

(Feat.)

FFA-600m
$4,990

(Feat.)

Grade 5 600m
$1,640

(Feat.)

Mixed-600m
$3,490

(Feat.)

600+

Mix -731m
$2,120

FFA-731m
$4,990

Mix 6/5 –
731m
$2,120

FFA-731m
$4,990

700+

GRSA

Fri-10-Mar

Thur-9-Mar

Wed-8-Mar

Tues-7-Mar

Mon-6-Mar

Mon-6-Mar

Fri-3-Mar

Thur-2-Mar

Wed-1-Mar

Tues-28-Feb

Mon-27-Feb

Mon-27-Feb

Mon-27-Feb

Fri-24-Feb

NOMS
CLOSE

Strathalbyn
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Pt Augusta
Twilight
Country
Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

17-Mar-17
Friday

31-Mar-17
Friday

30-Mar-17
Thursday

29-Mar-7
Wednesday
(TG)

28-Mar-17
Tuesday

27-Mar-17
Monday

26-Mar-17
Sunday

24-Mar-17
Friday

23-Mar-17
Thursday

22-Mar-17
Wednesday

21-Mar-17
Tuesday

20-Mar-17
Monday

19-Mar-17
Sunday

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A
Strathalbyn
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov1
Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

Gawler
(Night-TAB)
Prov2
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City B

Mt. Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov1
Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A
Mt. Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

Gawler
(Night-TAB)
Prov2
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City B

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A

16-Mar-17
Thursday

18-Mar-17
Saturday

TRACK

DATE

March – 2017

$1,025 Grade 5 Series Final – 319m (Heats 17/3/17)
$820 Heats Grade 6 Series – 416m (Final 7/4/17)

$4,590 Grade 6 Feature Final – 515 (Heats 23/3/17)
$2,445 Juvenile – 515m

Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. No High Grade (Grade 4 or higher will not be
considered), Grades will be Maiden, Grade 6 and Grade 5 over any distance. Races – NonPenalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Races - Timed Graded going from Maidens to Grade 5’s. Each
grade will be graded separately. Reserves will be determined by the Grader taking into account
the suitability for the fields drawn. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based
Grading” published conditions.

$1,810 Grade 5 Final – 400m (Heats 21/3/17)

$TBA Final Breeders 2017 Prelude (1) – 515m (For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan 15 to
June 15 and paid up for Breeders 2017. Heats 22/3/17)
$1,540 Open Maiden Final – 515m (Heats 20/3/17)

PATHWAY RACING MEETING Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for
these races. Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)

$785 Heats Maiden – 400m (Final 2/4/17)
$865 Heats Maiden – 512m (Final 2/4/17)
$900 Heats Grade 6 – 512m (Final 2/4/17)
$1,120 Heats Pathway Grade 5 – 400m (Final 2/4/17)
$945 Maiden/G6 – 600m
$860 Grade 5 Masters Stake - 400m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have raced previous 6
months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)
(Remainder of program subject to nominations received)
$860 Heats Grade 5 – 400m (Final 2/4/17)
$1,035 Mixed 4/5 – 600m
(Remainder of program subject to nominations received)
*Beat The Grader with Friday 24/3/17. If gaining a start Friday 24/3/17 you will be selected at the end for Sunday
26/3/17)

**Nothing higher than a Grade 5 at this meeting**

$2,445 Heats Grade 6 Feature– 515 ($4,590 Final 30/3/17)

(Preference to 388m as nominations allow)

$TBA Heats Breeders 2017 Prelude (1) – 515m (For SA Bred greyhounds whelped
in Jan 15 to June 15 & paid up for Breeders 2017.Final Mon 27/3/17)

$1,400 Heats Grade 5 – 400m (Final 28/3/17)

$1,355 Monday Gr.5 Final –515m (Hts 13/3/17–Final N/P)
$1,355 Heats Open Maiden – 515m (Heats only. Final 27/3/17)
PATHWAY RACING MEETING Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for
these races. Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)

$995 SA Bred Grade 5 – 512m (Grade 6 are eligible but must be nominated to be considered)
$910 SA Bred Grade 5 – 400m (Grade 6 are eligible but must be nominated to be considered)
$990 Restricted wins – 600m (0-4 wins only, Non Penalty)
(Remainder of program subject to nominations received)
$1,025 Mixed Masters Stake –400m (For greyhounds 3½ yo or over at time of nom - must have
raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference. N/P)

$820 Whyalla Cup FFA – 591m
$750 Dan Van Holst Pellekaan MP Maiden – 447m
(All other races $750)
$2,100 Gambier Vets Feature Grade 5 Final – 512m (Heats 10/3/17)

$4,590 St. Patrick’s Day Sprint – Free For All – 515m
$4.590 2017 Launching Pad Final – 515m (N/P Final. Heats 8/3/17. Winner of final
qualifies for $410,000 series. Launching Pad series at Sandown with Heats 30/3/17,
Semis 6/4/17, $150,000 Final 13/4/17)
$860 Maiden Final -416m (Heats 3/3/17)
$860 Heats Grade 5 – 319m (Final 31/3/17)

FEATURES /HEATS

2

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

MAIDEN

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

(Feat.)

Juvenile-515m
$1,315

Or as listed

JUV-1/3/15

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Bred G6
400m - $1,545

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Owned G6
531m - $1,545

SA Bred
Grade 6 – 515m
$2,645

GR.6

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Owned G5
400m - $910

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Owned-G5
515m-$3,390

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.5

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

Graded –
600m

Grade 5 –
643m $1,640

Mix 6/5-643m
$990 (N/P)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Graded –
600m

Mix 643m
$1,750

Mix 3/4/5 600m
$1,750

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Graded –
600m

600+

Tues-21-Mar

Tues-21-Mar

Mon-20-Mar

Mon-20-Mar

Fri-17-Mar

Thur-16-Mar

Wed-15-Mar

Wed-15-Mar

Tues-14-Mar

Tues-14-Mar

Tues-14-Mar

Fri-10-Mar

NOMS
CLOSE

FFA-731m
$4,990

Mon-27-Mar

Mon-27-Mar

Fri-24-Mar

Thur-23-Mar

Mix 6/5 -731m
Wed-22-Mar
$2,120 (N/P)

Mixed-731m
$4,990

Mix - 731m
$2,120

FFA-731m
$4,990

700+

GRSA

DEMONSTRATING EXCELLENCE AT EVERY LEVEL
Established in 2001, we are an ever-growing, family-owned business with an enduring commitment
to demonstrating excellence to each and every one of our customers, on each and every level. As a
starting point, we offer our customers quality and selection; we offer a complete range of eminently
affordable, quality steel products including fencing (including neighbour friendly, custom-made pool
and post/rail options), verandas, sheds/outbuildings, roofing, miscellaneous materials and tools. To
this we mix in a dose of convenience: not only do we offer a range of steel services, but have also
expanded our facility over time, in order to offer our clients a still better selection across our product
and service lines.
We know that maintaining our status as a leader in the industry doesn’t only involve maintaining a
substantial product line — this is why, true to our Bargain Steel Centre name, we unceasingly work
to keep our prices as affordable as possible, while also ensuring exceptionally good service, too.
Simply put, we owe it to our customers to offer the best of all worlds through substantial selection,
quality products, affordable prices, and exceptional service.
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